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Abstract
The thesis proposes a methodology for automatic classification of urban morphology in
GIS, which makes use of methods of unsupervised learning – principal component analysis
and K -medoids clustering – and is based on morphological attributes of buildings and
blocks. In theoretical part, an overview and description of morphological attributes is
given and fundamentals of principal component analysis and clustering are explained.
The case study is carried out in the study area of Prague, Czech Republic, resulting
in detection and description of up to twelve various urban structures, which serve as an
alternative to current urban structures definition used in the Metropolitan plan of Prague.
The proposed methodology is fast, objective, easy to interpret and possible to extend and
actualize.
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Abstrakt
Diplomova´ pra´ce se zaby´va´ na´vrhem metodiky pro automatickou klasifikaci meˇstske´ za´-
stavby v GIS. Klasifikace vycha´z´ı z morfologicky´ch atribut˚u budov a blok˚u a jsou pro ni
pouzˇity metody strojove´ho ucˇen´ı – analy´za hlavn´ıch komponent a K -medoids clustrova´n´ı.
V teoreticke´ cˇa´sti jsou prˇedstaveny a popsa´ny jednotlive´ morfologicke´ atributy budov
a blok˚u a jsou vysveˇtleny za´klady analy´zy hlavn´ıch komponent a clustrova´n´ı. Pilotn´ı pro-
jekt je proveden na u´zemı´ hl.m. Prahy. Vy´sledkem je detekova´n´ı a popis azˇ dvana´cti
r˚uzny´ch struktur meˇstske´ za´stavby. Vy´sledek slouzˇ´ı jako alternativa k soucˇasne´ definici
struktur za´stavby pouzˇ´ıvane´ v Metropolitn´ım pla´nu Prahy. Navrzˇena´ metodologie je
rychla´, objektivn´ı, jednodusˇe interpretovatelna´ a disponuje mozˇnost´ı rozsˇ´ıˇren´ı a aktualizace.
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Introduction
What influences the perception of urban space? When walking through the streets or
looking at a city plan, we are able to identify areas with similar character or distinguish
historical centre from housing estate. What are the characteristics of cities which cause
the feeling of spatial identity or dissimilarity, and how to identify such places? One way
to answer this question is to search for similar patterns in the physical form of a city.
The form of each structure – building, urban block or street – may be quantified through
attributes of urban morphology. In general, morphology means the study of shape (Oxford
Dictionaries [7]). Urban morphology, defined by Oliveira [27], “means the study of urban
forms, and of the agents and processes responsible for their transformation (...) urban
form refers to the main physical elements that structure and shape the city—urban tissues,
streets (and squares), urban plots, buildings.” Evaluating the similarity of patterns in
urban structures is based on an assumption that if two places are perceived as similar,
values of their morphological attributes are likely to correspond. Urban structures represent
a base stone for definition of various policies and regulations in city planning. They capture
and define local character, which should be respected or cultivated, rather then disrupted,
and unlike for example land use, they are persistent in time.
Urban morphology analysis in Prague – state of the art
The main principles stated in the proposal of the Metropolitan plan of Prague, set up by
the Prague Institute for Planning and Development, are e.g. definitions of public spaces,
urban structures, forms and compositions or height regulations (IPR Praha [16]). Urban
structure, assessed through structural diagnosis, is considered a key concept for under-
standing and description of the character of localities, as well as explaining e.g. social
stratification. It leads to a definition of basic structural elements of Metropolitan plan –
localities, i.e. elementary city units of predominant urban structures with specific names.
(IPR Praha [15])
In the up to date Metropolitan plan proposal, the structural diagnosis represents both
foundation and result of a definition of localities. At first, localities were defined manually
by architects, geographers and other specialists based on perceived urban structure, as well
as local knowledge and terrain topography. The resulting maps of localities were overlaid
and dissimilarities in locality borders were discussed. Furthermore, accuracy of borders
definition was improved using borders of cadastral parcels. The identified localities then
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became the spatial basis for an in-depth structural analysis. Four main structures are
represented by historical centre, town, suburbs and periphery (Figure 1), distinguished by
relation of private and public space and street and building line, character of public space
or scale and typology of buildings. Each of the four zones comprises several finer defined
urban structures (Figure 2). (IPR Praha [15])
Figure 1: Map of structural diagnosis in Prague. Source: IPR Praha [15]
Figure 2: Urban sub-structures in Prague. Source: IPR Praha [15]
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Objectives of the thesis
The aforementioned process utilized in assessing urban structures in Prague suffers from
obvious drawbacks:
1. Extension and actualization: The criteria for distinguishing various urban structures
are based on a relatively small number of quantitative characteristics. In case a new
object is built, it might affect structural characteristics of not only this particular
block, but also neighbouring blocks and structures. With current methodology,
the process of actualization and extension is laborious and time consuming.
2. Interpretability : Structural diagnosis is difficult to interpret beyond the borders of
Prague, which prevents from benchmarking and comparison of other cities.
3. Objectivity : Structural diagnosis is based on localities whose definition is mainly
supported by subjective decisions and prior knowledge, and given another group of
specialists performs the analysis, resulting borders might not be equally defined.
Moreover, although most urban structures are easily differentiated from each other,
problematic areas may occur and a solution for objective categorization may not
exist.
The goal of this thesis is to address these problems with following solutions:
1. Provide a comprehensive overview and description of morphological attributes ex-
pressing various characteristics of urban structures (and hence reflecting the percep-
tion of urban space), which do not rely on any previous definition of locations and
are therefore applicable regardless of the analysed city.
2. Present an automatic classification technique based on morphological attributes
which is fast, and allows to easily utilize other morphological attributes or capture
future changes in urban structure.
3. Using morphological attributes and their classification, suggest an objective set of




Related work in automatic classification of urban morphology
Whilst a wide range of urban typologies has been explored and published (Oliveira [27]),
the research carried out in its automatic classification is not very extensive and many
authors call for a deeper investigation of this domain. Overall, the research may be clas-
sified from several points of view. Firstly, emphasis is not always put on classification
itself, but rather the data acquisition. Only few researchers put stress on defining mor-
phological attributes and automatic classification techniques. In most cases, the work
deals with data acquisition and less attention is paid to following classification. Secondly,
two ways of distinguishing urban types are generally presented – either a predefined set of
classes or exemplified structures exist, and buildings or blocks are assigned into a group
based on some decision criteria on their morphological attributes. The other approach is
data-driven, when no previous knowledge about urban structures is available or utilized,
and subgroups of structures are found through their similarity. Chapter 2 explains both
approaches in detail.
The probably most similar research to the scope of this thesis in the domain of urban
morphology classification was carried out recently by Gil et al. [10] and Schirmer and
Axhausen [37]. Gil et al. [10] aim at presenting a “method to support the description and
prescription of urban form” and suggest using K -means clustering in order to objectively
classify urban environments, i.e. blocks and street types, and support larger urban studies.
They stress the importance of K -means clustering as a method independent on previously
defined urban types. Schirmer et al. [37] further develop the methodology suggested by
Gil et al. [10] and claim to present a “first attempt to define a set of attributes on urban
morphology that allows for interpretation in different study areas” as well as outline an
analytical process for a quantitative description of urban morphology in four scales (i.e. ob-
ject, composition, neighbourhood and municipality), and run a case study on the canton
of Zurich. Different sets of morphological attributes representing the urban environment
at different levels of perception are presented. These include form– and volume– based
information about buildings, networks and street-blocks, such as height of building, length
of fac¸ade that is perceived from the street or betweenness of road network. Subsequently,
scale-dependent classification of locations is performed using K -means and K -medoids
cluster analysis, resulting in so-called urban typologies. Each cluster consequently rep-
resents one typology. Thomas et al. [45] also propose to utilize K -medoids clustering,
however they claim that clustering based on the curve of scaling behaviour is sufficient
enough to explain the morphology of built-up area. Other authors do rather utilize the su-
pervised leaning methods. Work by Steiniger et al. [41] was also carried out in Zurich.
They present an approach for recognition of five predefined types of urban structures by
means of different supervised learning classification methods (e.g. support vector machine)
of morphological attributes of buildings derived from perceptual principles of Gestalt psy-
chology (e.g. size, shape and built-up area). Colaninno et al. [5] first define seven classes
of homogeneous structures in Barcelona and then perform clustering based on morpholog-
ical indices, with cluster centres represented by statistics of representative samples of each
class. Slightly different point of view on urban morphology is brought by Porta et al. [29]
who point out an analogy of biological evolution in the built environment and observe cor-
relation between age of urbanization and urban morphometrics of form-related properties
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of streets, blocks, plots and buildings in Milan and Glasgow. A comprehensive research on
the influence of quantifiable spatial attributes on spatial identity was done by Laskari [20].
By means of morphology measurements such as axial graph, fractal dimension, visibil-
ity etc. he illustrates degrees of identification and differentiation between spatial unities.
Similar neighbourhoods in terms of morphological patterns of streets edges and buildings
(footprint area, built front ratio, street width) are also searched by Venerandi et al. [48]
in their study of the form of gentrification in London.
Other authors’ objective is mainly to detect built-up areas by means of remote sensing
and subsequent image processing and analyse these areas with spatial metrics (Taubenbo¨ck
et al. [43], Taubenbo¨ck et al. [44], Banzhaf and Ho¨fer [3], de Voorde et al. [6], Yu et al. [54]),
or use these to improve the classification of land use and objects from 3D point clouds or
remote sensing (Serna et al. [36], Herold et al. [14]).
Proposed methodology and thesis structure
Predefined objectives will be achieved through an automatic classification of urban struc-
tures using morphological attributes in the scale of buildings and blocks. The basic unit
of classification will be an urban block, which encompasses characteristics of buildings as
well as public spaces and neighbouring streets. Attributes will be derived from 2D, or al-
ternatively 2.5D representation of spatial features, the latter providing information about
object height. In order to utilize characteristics of buildings in the scale of blocks, such
attributes will be summarized for appropriate blocks. Urban structures will be determined
via unsupervised techniques of machine learning – principal component analysis (PCA)
and clustering. An overview of workflow is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 1 presents an overview of morphological
attributes for scale of buildings and urban blocks. Chapter 2 deals with techniques of
urban morphology classification, i.e. PCA and clustering. In Chapter 3, implementation
of morphological attributes and classification in Prague is described. Finally, the results
are presented in Chapter 4.
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Attributes of urban morphology
Chapter 1 focuses on an overview of morphological attributes in scale of buildings and
blocks. As already mentioned, attributes will be derived from 2.5D representation of
buildings and 2D representation of urban blocks. Larger scales such as neighbourhoods are
not processed separately, but rather incorporated in smaller scales through e.g. accessibility
measures.
1.1 Buildings
Buildings represent the largest scale in urban morphology assessing. They are represented
by a polygon of their footprint, which stores all necessary geometric information. In order
to derive information about floorspace or building volume, it is useful to store an additional
attribute of building height or number of floors (2.5D).
Three main groups of building morphology descriptors are presented in this section –
geometry-based attributes, attributes based on minimum bounding geometries and finally
attributes based on the immediate neighbourhood of a building.
Absolute dimensions of a building are evaluated using its polygon representation and
size of minimum bounding geometries. Several compactness measures are presented in form
of ratios between various combinations of building dimensions or dimensions of its bound-
ing geometries. A good overview of compactness measures is given by MacEachren [22].
The relationship between building and its surrounding space is explored through its nearest
neighbours and influence zone.
1.1.1 Characteristics derived from building geometry
Basic information about the shape of a building is derived from its geometrical information
– area, perimeter and (if available) height or number of floors. Other characteristics in
this chapter are derived from these basic attributes.
6
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Area of building footprint
The actual space on the ground occupied by a building mass is the most common character-
istic and is under different names used by Schirmer and Axhausen [37], Serna et al. [36],
Steiniger et al. [41], Hartmann et al. [12], Colaninno et al. [5], Herold et al. [13] and
Yu et al. [54]. Its value largely depends on the definition of building, which is set by data
provider. For example, two touching buildings may be represented by one polygon, as well
as by two, in case two address places exist, or by more, in case we distinguish between
actual building and, let’s say, appended porch.
Perimeter of building footprint
The total length of building fac¸ade is also widely used, e.g. by Schirmer and Axhausen [37],
Serna et al. [36], Hartmann et al. [12] and Yu et al. [54]. Again, the value is influenced by
the definition of building, and also by the scale and level of generalization in which data
is provided.
Floorspace
Floorspace represents the potential usable area of a building. Two buildings might have
equal floorspace, although the areas of their footprint differ. Schirmer and Axhausen [37]
estimate floorspace as the area of building footprint multiplied by number of storeys.
Height
Height of a building as one of its characteristics is presented by Taubenbo¨ck et al. [43] or
Yu et al. [54]. The precise value of height is not always available in the dataset, and its
estimate may be derived from the number of storeys, assuming a standard height of one
story.
Number of floors
Number of floors, used by Taubenbo¨ck et al. [43], as such already very well provides an
image of urban morphology, with several storeys apartment buildings in the city centres,
two-story family houses, multiple-storeys blocks of flats and high-rise buildings, and one-
story bungalows at the suburbs. In case this attribute is not available in the dataset, it
may be calculated from the building height, again assuming a standard height of one story.
Having both height and number of floors available allows to derive average height of
one story. As high storeys are expected to occur in apartment houses in the city centres,
and low storeys for example in blocks of flats, this characteristic is very useful as well.
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Volume
The total amount of space occupied by a building is used by Serna et al. [36] and
Yu et al. [54]. Building volume may be perceived and calculated in two different ways
– either by simply multiplying the area of footprint by building height (representing for
example the amount of heat necessary to heat up the building), or by adding area of build-
ing courtyards to the area of footprint and multiplying by height. This approach would
capture the perception of a building from outside – whether the building is perceived as
massive or subtle.
Fractal dimension
Colaninno et al. [5] aim at evaluating building efficiency using a ratio between its area and
perimeter. This value also expresses the fractal dimension of an object (McGarigal [23]),
i.e. complexity of a building derived from how much its perimeter is filling its area. It is
worth noting that this attribute is scale dependent and reaches values from zero (small
low complex buildings). Upper limit for values representing large buildings with large







Ratio of building volume to fac¸ade area
Similar attribute is proposed by Schirmer and Axhausen [37]. Compared values are one
dimension higher than values used for fractal dimension, however the final value will be





footprint area · height




Gravelius index aims at capturing compactness of a building through the relation between
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(a) Gravelius index = 1.00 (b) Gravelius index = 3.65
Figure 1.1: Gravelius index. Source: author
The lower border of Gravelius index is equal to one, i. e. the most compact buildings
with circular footprint. High values are associated to complex buildings with perimeter
much larger than area. No upper border for Gravelius index exists.
Number of building corners
Summing up the number of polygon points of exterior ring is proposed by Steiniger et al. [41]
and Colaninno et al. [5]. This characteristic aims at distinguishing between low-variability
houses of basic shapes, such as circle (0 corners), triangle (3 corners) or rectangle (4 cor-
ners), and complex structures, such as a church.
It is important to ensure that all walls are represented as polylines and not splines.
The total number of corners largely depends on the level of detail of input data, as well
as on the definition of a corner. In order to distinguish between significant (true corners)
and insignificant corners (points in fact not representing corners, but rather not entirely
straight walls) it is suggested to perform slight generalization.
(a) Zero corners – no corner
is significant.
(b) Four corners – two corners are in-
significant (in black).
Figure 1.2: Number of building corners. Source: author
Distance of building corners to centroid
Schirmer and Axhausen [37] propose to use the average distance of building corners to
centroid, however the standard deviation of this value is much more determining and
therefore more interesting for urban morphology studies. If the individual distances in
a building are scaled to 0-1 interval, the final standard deviation will not be affected by
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the dimensions of the building, but only by its shape and will serve as a relative descriptor.
The thesis also suggests to count in only distances from significant points, as presented in
the section above.
Low values are associated to buildings with corners close to the border of circumscribed
circle, whilst with high values the irregularity of a building increases.
(a) corner dev = 0.01 (b) corner dev = 7.63
Figure 1.3: Standard deviation of distance of building corners to centroid. Source: author
Squareness of building walls
Building squareness, expressed as a mean deviation of all building corners from a perpen-
dicular angle is used by Steiniger et al. [41]. This thesis proposes to first classify the wall
angle in one of five groups and explore its deviation from the group norm afterwards.
Low values are associated to buildings with walls at right angles. Such may be expected
in villa quarters or housing estates. High values represent buildings with walls at either
obtuse or acute angles, which may be found in historical centres, industrial zones, or
modern solitaire buildings.
(a) corner square = 0.00 (b) corner square = 22.93
Figure 1.4: Building squareness. Source: author
Topological skeleton
To obtain a more detailed characteristics of building shape, Schirmer and Axhausen [37]
suggest to construct a topological skeleton of building footprint polygon.
Topological skeleton (also medial axis or centerline) is a set of points inside a poly-
gon that have more than one closest point among the points of border of the polygon
10
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(O’Rourke [26]). These points form a boundary of Voronoi diagram of polygon edges.
The advantage of topological skeleton representation is that it preserves all topological
information of its polygon. However, it is very sensitive to the level of detail of polygon
border. Topological skeleton is used e.g. in image processing or cartographic generalization
(Eppstein [9]).
In work of Schirmer and Axhausen [37], four morphological attributes are based on
topological skeleton. Number of centerlines provides information about building com-
plexity. Number of lines in skeleton that are only connected to one side gives
overview of number of building corners. Total length of centerlines assesses the overall
size of building weighted by number of building corners. Average width along center-
line provides information about average width of building. Number of wings is derived
from the topological skeleton as well.
Another relevant usage of topological skeleton is determining the various attributes
dealing with building orientation. Schirmer and Axhausen [37] observe for example length
of centerlines oriented at various cardinal directions and main orientation of
centerline. Describing building morphology in terms of orientation is also proposed by
Steiniger et al. [41]. Here orientation is approximated by orientation of its major axis
derived from bounding box. However, it is concluded that orientation is not a helpful
descriptor of building morphology, as it “cannot be expected that buildings of a particular
structure type are aligned in the same direction” (Steiniger et al. [41]).
Figure 1.5: Topological skeleton of non-generalized buildings. Source: author
1.1.2 Characteristics derived from building courtyards
Courtyards are defined as places completely surrounded by building walls. According to
Schirmer and Axhausen [37], courtyards form a semipublic space that can substantially
benefit a location.
It is important to make difference between different types of “holes” in building foot-
print, e.g. ventilation shafts and courtyards which serve as places of people’s encounters,
free time activities etc. A proposed classification distinguishes between three types of
courtyards. First group contains courtyards which are too small to serve any social ac-
tivity, second comprises courtyards surrounded by too high walls, not allowing the sun to
reach the ground. Finally, third group is formed by actual liveable courtyards.
11
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Three measures of buildings characteristics are based on liveable courtyards. Number
of courtyards is used by Schirmer and Axhausen [37] and Steiniger et al. [41]. Total
courtyard area, used by Schirmer and Axhausen [37], distinguishes between e.g. small
yards and footbal pitches in sport stadiums. Finally, ratio of total courtyard area to
building area (Schirmer and Axhausen [37]) represents how big portion of building, as
perceived from outside, is formed by its courtyards.
(a) Building with two liveable court-
yards and two shafts
(b) Building with large courtyard ratio
Figure 1.6: Building courtyards. Source: author
1.1.3 Characteristics derived from building’s bounding box
Bounding box is a rectangle with the smallest measure (e.g. area or perimeter) constructed
around a set of planar features (points, lines, polygons), such that all of these features
fall inside the bounding box (Page [28]). For the purpose of evaluating building footprint,
bounding box minimizing the area is used.
Absolute values associated to bounding box are not of a big importance in describing
the building structure. Much more valuable descriptors are derived from the relationship
between shape of bounding box and actual building in form of ratios, allowing to compare
buildings relatively, regardless their absolute size.
As for the absolute measures, Schirmer and Axhausen [37] and Serna et al. [36] use
the area of bounding box, perimeter is used by Schirmer and Axhausen [37], and
Schirmer and Axhausen [37] and Steiniger et al. [41] incorporate its width and length as
a building characteristic.
It would be interesting to explore the possibilities of three dimensional city models,
and utilize a 3D bounding box for more precise description of building structure.
Elongation from bounding box
Elongation describes shape of a building in terms of ratio of its bounding box’s width to
length. Elongation can reach values from zero to one. The higher the ratio, the more
12
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the bounding box resembles a square. With lower values the bounding box becomes
thinner. Elongation should never reach zero, as this would represent a building with zero







(a) elongation = 0.13 (b) elongation = 0.53 (c) elongation = 1
Figure 1.7: Elongation. Source: author
Ratio of building footprint area to bounding box area
To discover how much a footprint of a building resembles a rectangle, Schirmer and Ax-
hausen [37] suggest to put footprint area in ratio with bounding box area. The result
reaches values from zero to one. Low values are characteristic for thin buildings with
many wings and courtyards. Values close to one are assigned to rectangular buildings.






(a) BB ratio A = 0.22 (b) BB ratio A = 0.50 (c) BB ratio A = 1
Figure 1.8: Ratio of building footprint area to bounding box area. Source: author
Ratio of building footprint perimeter to bounding box perimeter
Another measure of relative building compactness is proposed by Schirmer and Axhau-
sen [37]. Ratio of building footprint perimeter to bounding box perimeter will result in
values lower than one for buildings with smaller footprint perimeter than their bounding
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box, i.e. compact buildings with triangular or circular footprint or round segments on
otherwise rectangular fac¸ade. Values around one are typical for objects with rectangular
footprint where perimeters of both building and its bounding box are similar. Values
higher than one are characteristic for complex buildings – the higher the value, the longer
perimeter of footprint compared to perimeter of bounding box.






(a) BB ratio P = 0.79 (b) BB ratio P = 0.99 (c) BB ratio P = 1.93
Figure 1.9: Ratio of building footprint perimeter to bounding box perimeter. Source: author
1.1.4 Characteristics derived from building’s enclosing circle
Morphological characteristics of buildings are also often evaluated by its minimum enclos-
ing circle – the smallest circle enclosing an input planar feature. Both diameter and area
of such a circle will be the smallest out of all enclosing circles.
Schirmer and Axhausen [37] propose to describe enclosing circle of each building in
form of absolute values – area, perimeter or diameter (assess the size of building), as
well as in form of ratios towards the building dimensions.
Ratio of building footprint area to enclosing circle area
Also called compactness by Porta et al. [29], this ratio characterizes narrow buildings with
many wings and courtyards as less compact (values close to zero). The highest value of
compactness (one) is assigned to buildings with circular footprint without holes.
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(a) EC ratio A = 0.09 (b) EC ratio A = 0.49 (c) EC ratio A = 0.89
Figure 1.10: Ratio of building footprint area to enclosing circle area. Source: author
1.1.5 Characteristics derived from building’s convex hull
For any subset of the plane (set of points, rectangle, simple polygon), the convex hull
is defined as the smallest convex set containing the subset. (Venkatasubramanian [49],
van Kreveld [47])
Dimensions of convex hull are used by Schirmer and Axhausen [37] – area and perime-
ter describe the dimensions of a building. Length of convex hull expresses the distance
between two most distant corners of a building.
Ratio of building footprint area to convex hull area
Schirmer and Axhausen [37] also suggest to assess the convexity of a building by comparing
its footprint area to convex hull area. If all corners are convex and building contains no
holes, both values will be identical and resulting value will be equal to one. Low values
describe buildings with many concave angles between long walls.






(a) CH ratio A = 0.38 (b) CH ratio A = 1.0
Figure 1.11: Ratio of building footprint area to convex hull area. Source: author
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Ratio of building footprint perimeter to convex hull perimeter
Another ratio put forward by Schirmer and Axhausen [37] compares footprint perimeter
to convex hull perimeter. Convex buildings will be characterized by values equal to one,
whilst with rising values, the buildings are becoming more complex.






(a) CH ratio P = 1.0 (b) CH ratio P = 2.16
Figure 1.12: Ratio of building footprint perimeter to convex hull perimeter. Source: author
Schumm’s longest axis to area ratio
The last ratio, suggested by Steiniger et al. [41] and Colaninno et al. [5], is another measure
of compactness. Objects with circular footprint are evaluated as the most compact ones,
with values of Schumm’s ratio equal to one. Lowest values and lowest compactness is










(a) Schumm’s ratio 0.22 (b) Schumm’s ratio 1.00
Figure 1.13: Schumm’s longest axis to area ratio. Source: author
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1.1.6 Characteristics derived from building’s influence zone
Influence zone of a building is an important attribute which represents the area of attrac-
tion of each building in case no barriers exist in the open space. For each point in influence
zone of a building, the distance to this building will be smaller than to any other build-
ing. Influence zones will therefore form a Thiessen tessellation of a city, computed from
building polygons. Although the characteristic belongs to a building, it stresses the spatial
arrangement of building neighbourhood. Schirmer and Axhausen [37] propose to utilize
two attributes based on influence zone.
Area of influence zone
Small buildings in dense developments will have influence zones with small areas. The more
compact housing, the smaller the areas of influence zones will be. Such values will apply
for city centres as well as local centres. Influence zones with large areas are typical for
remote objects and sparse development in the suburbs, as well as for buildings located at
borders of concentrated development or buildings with large footprint areas.
Figure 1.14: Influence zones. Source: author
Ratio of building footprint area to influence zone area
This attribute measures the proportion of influence zone occupied by a building. Similarly
to Area of influence zone, this attributes aims at distinguishing between dense and sparse
development, this time in a relative way. Low values close to zero will be assigned to
remote buildings. High values characterize buildings in dense housing, with a limit value
equal to one, indicating a building completely bounded by neighbouring buildings.
(a) IZ ratio = 0.02 (b) IZ ratio = 0.60
Figure 1.15: Ratio of building footprint area to influence zone area. Source: author
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1.1.7 Characteristics derived from building neighbourhood
Spatial arrangement of building neighbourhood may be also described in form of relation
between building and its nearest neighbour. An interesting derivative would be to observe
neighbouring relationships formed by a street network, as it does not generally apply that
the nearest neighbour is also the nearest to walk to.
Distance to closest building
Parameter proposed by Schirmer and Axhausen [37] expresses a relationship between each
building and its nearest neighbour in terms of their distance. Zero distance stands for
touching buildings. Small values may be expected in city centre, as well as in places with
compact building groups. Large values characterize remote buildings.
Figure 1.16: Distance to closest neighbouring building. Source: author
Number of neighbouring buildings, existence of neighbouring buildings
The thesis proposes to observe also the number of neighbouring buildings, as well as
boolean variable expressing neighbour existence. Only those buildings sharing a line seg-
ment are deemed to be neighbours (i.e. not buildings touching at corners). The attribute
aims at differentiation between different types of development (detached (no neighbours),
semi-detached (one neighbour), terraced (two neighbours) and grouped (three and more
neighbours)), typical for different urban structures.
(a) Detached (b) Semi-detached (c) Terraced (d) Groupped
Figure 1.17: Number of neighbouring buildings. Source: author
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Distance to urban block border
The thesis suggests to observe also a relationship between a building and corresponding
urban block. Distance to building from a street (a block border) describes not only
the building itself, but also distribution of housing within the block. Low values apply for
objects situated at block borders – such may be found in city centres or block building
structure. Higher values are typical for villa quarters or housing estates. Very high values
characterize buildings with bad accessibility, situated far from a street or road.
Figure 1.18: Distance to block border. Source: author
Characteristics based on street network
In the previous sections, the neighbourhood of a building was described through the build-
ing’s relationship with its closest neighbours, and also its interaction with corresponding
urban block. This section aims at describing a wider spatial relationships of each building
through its neighbourhood. A neighbourhood in this context is not understood as a city
part with fixed boundaries, but rather as walk-able surroundings of a building. Differ-
ent results will therefore be reached if using an Euclidean distance or network distance.
Schirmer and Axhausen [37] for example use three fixed Euclidean distances – 100 m,
300 m and 500 m in order to represent walk-able surroundings.
This definition of a neighbourhood permits not only for counting the simple number
of buildings within a neighbourhood, but also much more complex accessibility measures.
In the following sections, five network accessibility measures, presented in The Urban
Network Analysis toolbox for ArcGIS (City Form Lab [46]), will be introduced. Unlike
other accessibility measures, which are performed on the simple street network of a city,
these incorporate buildings into the network representation, and a accessibility measure is
performed separately for each building. This for example allows to take uneven building
densities into account.
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Reach A simple number of buildings j within a search radius of r from building i is
represented by Reach. A shortest path distance d[i, j] between building i and all other
buildings j in graph G is computed, compared to r and if d[i, j] is smaller than r, building j
is added into the final Reach value. Additionally, each building may be weighted by W [j],
representing e.g. floorspace or volume, and enabling the Reach to represent e.g. the total





Schirmer and Axhausen [37] observe built densities through the number of buildings,
sum of footprints and floorspace in various search radii, however they use Euclidean dis-
tance, not network distance. Number of buildings in a neighbourhood is also observed by
Steiniger et al. [41]. Additionally, Schirmer and Axhausen [37] also evaluate the network
structure through the number of dead-ends, number of intersections and total length of
network in the same radii.
Figure 1.19: Reach. There are 20 buildings reachable from i. Source: [46]
Gravity In order to allow for the decreasing attractiveness of a building j with increasing
distance from source i, Gravity is inversely proportional to the shortest path distance d[i, j]
between buildings i and j. Coefficient β controls how much d[i, j] affects the result, and
therefore it depends on the mode of travel modelled by the analysis. An empirical study
of pedestrian trips to convenience stores in Oakland, CA by Handy and Niemeier [11]






Betweenness The potential of passers-by of a building is represented by the Between-
ness measure, and is significant for example in explaining the potential of retail distribution
(Porta et al. [30]). Betweenness of building i calculates how many times i lies on a short-
est path between all other buildings in search radius r in graphG, that is, the fraction of
number of shortest paths nj,k[i] from j to k passign through i to the total number nj,k of
shortest paths between j to k. Additional weighting by W [j] is enabled.
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Figure 1.20: Betweenness. Two out of three shortest paths lead through i. Source: author
Closeness Closeness measure aims at reflecting how close in a given search radius r
building i is located to other buildings j. It is therefore inverse of sum of distances d[i, j]




j∈G−{i}; d[i,j]≤r d[i, j] ·W [j]
Straightness Finally, Euclidean distances are compared to the network distance through
Straightness measure. It calculates the ratio of straight (Euclidean) distance δ[i, j] between
buildings i and j to the network distance d[i, j] between the same buildings, for all build-
ings j in given search radius of r. This measure evaluates the overall network structure in







Figure 1.21: Straightness. Comparison of δ[i, j] and d[i, j]. Source: author
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1.2 Blocks
Block is a complex two dimensional urban unit which encompasses built-up, as well as open
space of various land use. Borders of a block are defined by surrounding street network.
A block is characterized from various points of view – its geometry stored in a polygon
representation describes the overall shape of a block as seen in a map or plan. Moreover,
character of a block is also influenced by buildings which lay in it. From topological point
of view as well as the definition, each building must be located in exactly one block. The
arrangement of buildings influences the overall perception of a block, and so do individual
characteristics of comprised buildings computed in the previous section, which may be
expressed through summarization techniques such as sum, variance etc.
1.2.1 Characteristics derived from block geometry
Many morphological attributes presented in the previous section may be equally well
utilized for description of blocks – namely attributes derived from building geometry and
from minimum bounding geometries. Since the definition of block is based on fixed criteria,
the results are expected to be less influenced by data granularity than in case of buildings,
whose definition was set by the data provider. However, attribute values will still be
affected by the level of detail of block enclosing streets.
Description of block geometry does not comprise the information about inner variabil-
ity of block generated by appertaining buildings, but is just as important. The footprint
of block varies with different urban structures and reflects arrangement of street network.
Historical centres will consist of small irregular block, whilst regular rectangular blocks
will occur in younger parts with block building structure, as well as in garden suburbs
and villa quarters. The size of blocks is expected to grow with distance from centre,
and will be reaching its limits in suburbs and sparsely inhabited areas, such as forests or
fields. The shape of block is also largely influenced by the underlying topography. Whilst
above mentioned examples will probably apply for flat parts of cities, steep terrain will
cause the blocks to stretch in the direction of contour lines and narrow in the direction of
gradient.
Characteristics applied for the scale of buildings are thoroughly described in Section 1.1
and their behaviour will apply equally for the scale of blocks. Namely, it is possible to make
use of following descriptors (authors utilizing this attribute are mentioned in brackets):
• area of block footprint (Schirmer and Axhausen [37], Gil et al. [10], Porta et al. [29]),
• perimeter of block footprint (Gil et al. [10]),
• fractal dimension (Gil et al. [10]),
• Gravelius index,
• number of block corners,
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• squareness of block borders,
• distance of block corners to centroid (Gil et al. [10]),
• all attributes derived from bounding box (Gil et al. [10]),
• all attributes derived from on enclosing circle (Porta et al. [29]),
• all attributes derived from on convex hull.
1.2.2 Characteristics derived from block defining streets
Perception of a block is indirectly influenced by neighbouring streets, especially by street
width. Historical centres are often characterized by narrow streets, which, together with
houses located directly at block borders, contribute to the feeling of closed space. On
the other hand, other quarters might be perceived differently due to wide boulevards. In
order to describe a block, it is necessary to summarize the width of all neighbouring streets
and observe for example the average or minimum values.
1.2.3 Characteristics derived from arrangement of buildings in a block
Perception of a block from the view of passers-by is influenced by the characteristics of
comprised objects, as well as their arrangement and density. When walking on the street,
we notice whether it is bordered by a wall or open space. We perceive how far objects are
situated from the street and from each other, and if we can see between them or not. We
also notice if the block gives impression of densely or sparsely built-up.
Fac¸ade which is perceived from the street
Blocks may be characterized by the percentage of building fac¸ade which is perceived
from the street – some blocks are lined by building fac¸ades, some contain only buildings
situated further inside the block. Whilst city centres generally consist of buildings directly
neighbouring the streets, further away the buildings are moving inwards the block and
the free space is often replaced by vegetation.
A fac¸ade will be considered as perceived from the street even if it does not directly
border. Schirmer and Axhausen [37] for example define perceived fac¸ade as part of building
fac¸ade contained by buffer of a certain distance from block border and Porta et al. [29]
and Venerandi et al. [48] agree on 8 meters as limit distance for perception of fac¸ade.
However, this approach brings several drawbacks – a fac¸ade may be detected as visible
if it is situated in opposite side of a building or is at obtuse angle with block border.
Also, fac¸ade hidden behind object situated closer to the street may be detected as well.
A special care needs to be taken when creating a corresponding algorithm. It is also
possible to utilize the isovists (field of vision) presented e.g. by Batty [4]. Difficulties and
possible solutions are illustrated in Figure 1.22a.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.22: Issues in street facing fac¸ades detection – Figure (a) illustrates drawback of buffer
method suggested e.g. by Schirmer and Axhausen [37]. In the upper Figure, fac¸ade at obtuse angle,
fac¸ade situated on opposite side of building and fac¸ade hidden behind another object is detected.
The corrected solution is presented in the bottom figure. Possible solution is utilization of isovists
illustrated in Figure (b) . Source: (a) author, (b) Batty [4].
Three characteristics are based on described phenomenon – total length of fac¸ade
that is perceived from the street (also called built front and used by Schirmer and
Axhausen [37] and Porta et al. [29]), percentage of fac¸ade that is perceived from
the street (used by Schirmer and Axhausen [37]) and closeness of block. Whilst first
two values are associated with the influence of street on fac¸ades, the latter describes
opposite effect, i.e. the influence of fac¸ade on street, and will be described separately.







Closeness of block is defined in Schirmer and Axhausen [37] as ratio of street facing fac¸ades
to total length of perimeter of block. Approach based on the aforementioned definition is
very sensitive to the definition of street facing fac¸ade and it may eventually result in
much higher values than one would expect (a completely closed block should probably be
assigned closeness equal to one). Alternative definition is suggested by Porta et al. [29],
Venerandi et al. [48] and Dibble et al. [8]. The term closeness is replaced by built front
ratio. It is defined as percentage of the street lined up by buildings within limit distance
from the side-walk line (Venerandi et al. [48]). Although the definition might seem similar
to the one mentioned above, it addresses block borders, rather than fac¸ades. Built front
ratio is obtained by orthogonal projection of street facing fac¸ades on the borders and
comparing resulting length to the perimeter of whole block (see Figure 1.23b). This







Built front ratio, as defined above, reaches values from zero to one. At zero, all
buildings are further from block border than limit value. With rising values the blocks are
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becoming bordered by buildings within the limit distance from block border, eventually
reaching one, i.e. it is possible to perceive fac¸ades from each point of block border.
The value of built front ratio largely depends on chosen limit distance. Porta et al. [29]
and Venerandi et al. [48] agree on 8 m limit distance, however, it is up to the data analysts
and urban planners to decide at which distance the fac¸ade is no longer perceived.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.23: Two definitions of block closeness - 1.23a illustrates closeness of block as defined by
Schirmer and Axhausen [37]. Length of street facing fac¸ades is 230 m, length of block border is
159 m, resulting in closeness value of 1.45 (limit distance is 5 m). 1.23b illustrates built front ratio
as defined by Porta et al. [29], Venerandi et al. [48] and Dibble et al. [8]. Street facing fac¸ades in
certain limit distance is projected on block border. Source: author
Number of closed liveable courtyards
The thesis proposes to use an identical attribute as in the scale of objects, i.e. number
of closed courtyards. Similarly, only those courtyards evaluated as liveable are taken into
the total count. Unlike in the scale of objects, closed courtyard of a block may be bounded
by several different buildings, thus the final number of courtyards in a block might be larger
than sum of courtyards in single buildings belonging to this block.
Figure 1.24: Closed courtyards. Red courtyards belong to single building, blue are bounded
by several different buildings. Light gray spaces are not bounded and therefore do not represent
courtyards. Source: author
High courtyard numbers are expected to occur in historical city centres with dense
housing development or block development. On the other hand, housing estates and
garden suburbs will probably have a very small number of courtyards.
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Closeness of open space
When comparing the different effects on perception of open space, closeness, along with
the total area might have the largest influence. This attribute shall not be confused with
Closeness of block – whilst closeness of block focuses on its perception from the street,
closeness of open space deals with perception when actually standing within the block.
Consequently, the same block might have very high value of block closeness and low value
of open space closeness, and vice versa (see Figure 1.25).
Figure 1.25: Difference between Built front ratio and Closeness of open space. Whilst BFR is
relatively high (0.87) – building situated close to block border is making the block perceived closed
from 87 % – OSC is lower (0.48), because open spaces are bounded only from inner side and remain
open towards the street. Source: author
Schirmer and Axhausen [37] propose to model closeness using the number of perceived
courtyards. Open space is perceived as courtyard if any gap between buildings is smaller
than half of building height. In this thesis a different approach is suggested. Open space
will be perceived as closed, if it is completely bound by buildings, i.e., when the length
of border of open space is identical to length of border of enclosing buildings. These two
values may be compared in a form of ratio, resulting in Borders ratio, which reaches value
from zero (i.e. no shared border exists) to one (i.e. completely bound open space) (see
Figure 1.26a). Buildings which are completely contained by open space (it is possible to
“walk around”), are not considered as bounding, because they do not represent a barrier
(see Figure 1.26b). Closeness of open space of a whole block will be produced as weighted
average of borders ratio of all open spaces within block, with weight given by area of each
open space. Closeness of open space aims mainly at distinguishing between block and
detached development.
(a) Ratio of borders of open space
(light gray) to borders shared with en-
closing buildings (red) is 0.84. Source:
author
(b) Buildings which are not forming
barriers of open space. It is possible
to “walk around”. Source: author
Figure 1.26: Borders ratio. Source: author
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Distance of buildings to block border
Whilst in the above mentioned characteristics an existence of buildings close to block
border and following ratios are observed, it is possible to observe the single distance of
each building to block border, as described in Section 1.1.7, and summarize this number
for a whole block. Schirmer and Axhausen [37] suggest to consider minimum and average.
The resulting value will not only help to stress the block types as defined in Section 1.2.3,
but will also, in case that standard deviation is observed, provide information whether
the development is situated in similar distance to block enclosing street (low values), or is
evenly spread across the block (high values).
Number of touching buildings
Attribute proposed by Hartmann et al. [12] aims at differentiation between blocks with
detached or group housing. Normalization by total number of buildings is essential, as
only this number will provide the average number of building neighbours and will distin-
guish between detached (zero neighbours), semi-detached (one neighbour), terraced (two
neighbours) and grouped (three and more neighbours)) development.
Nearest distance between buildings
Yu et al. [54] propose to summarize the distance of each building to its closest neighbour
and observe the average. This attribute will however not provide much of useful informa-
tion – take an example of zero average nearest distance, which may apply for both a block
containing only grouped houses, as well as only semi-detached houses. Standard deviation
of nearest distance between buildings would be of much higher information value, as it
would help to distinguish between evenly or randomly spread buildings.
Permeability
The extension of previous phenomenon is the permeability, defined by Schirmer and Ax-
hausen [37] as number of views between buildings in ratio to perimeter of block. Axial
looks between buildings can be derived from Thiessen polygons of buildings within a block.
A lower limit for distance between two buildings can be defined – this would express a gap
too narrow to see or walk through, and such buildings would be considered neighbouring.
Permeability not only represents the visual aspect of perception, but also the possibility
to walk through the block, in between the buildings (in case no barriers, e.g. fences, exist).
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Figure 1.27: Permeability of urban block. 16 axial views are found by Thiessen tessellation. Gap
between two buildings in upper left corner is not considered wide enough. Source: author
Number of buildings
Finally, perception of block is also influenced by number of buildings. However, as al-
ready mentioned, this value is largely affected by the granularity of input data and may
therefore be biased. Number of buildings as block characteristic is used by Gil et al. [10],
Porta et al. [29], Banzhaf and Ho¨fer [3] and Schirmer and Axhausen [37].
1.2.4 Characteristics derived from morphological attributes of buildings
in a block
In the previous section, block characteristics based on arrangement and density of com-
prised objects were presented. This section focuses on characteristics acquired by sum-
marizing attributes of comprised objects, as presented in Section 1.1. This procedure will
allow to transfer and utilize all attributes of scale of buildings in the scale of blocks and
to describe its inner dimensions and variability, which co-determinates the perception of
a block.
It is possible to observe many statistics of each summarized attribute, e.g. minimum,
maximum, average, sum and standard deviation or variance. Each statistics will provide
different information and it is crucial to determine which one will significantly contribute
to the final classification procedure. Minimum and maximum may serve well when ob-
serving a lower or upper limit of certain feature, for example building height. Average
reflects a value of certain attribute non-biased by dimensions of block or its number of
buildings. Sometimes it is advantageous to use a weighted average – an example is given in
Section 1.2.3. Sum captures the total of observed characteristic. It is important to decide
whether this absolute value produces any contributing information – sometimes a relative
value is more valuable. Finally, standard deviation and variance bring information about
variability of observed phenomenon inside the block. Table 1.1 provides an overview of
summarization of each attribute from Section 1.1. The statistics are proposed for the pur-
pose of this thesis and in general it is possible to use any of the above mentioned for any
attribute, in case a good reason exists. Some of these derived characteristics are also used
in the literature and in such case authors are mentioned in brackets.
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Building attribute Min Max Sum Average St. dev.
Area of footprint - X[54] X[37], [10] X[54] X[37], [54]
Perimeter of footprint - - X X X
Floorspace - - X[10], [29] X -
Height X X[54] - X[54], [29] X[37], [54]
Number of floors X X X[10] X[37] X[37]
Volume - X[54] - X[54] X[54]
Fractal dimension - - - X X
Gravelius index - - - X X
Number of corners - - - X X
Squareness of walls - - - X X
Distance of corners to centroid - - - X X
Number of courtyards - - - X -
Total courtyard area - - - X -
R. of total courtyard area to footprint
area
- - - X -
Area of BB - - - X X
Perimeter of BB - - - X X
Width of BB - - - X X
Length of BB - - - X X
Elongation from BB - - - X X
R. of footprint area to BB area - - - X X
R. of footprint perimeter to BB
perimeter
- - - X X
Area of EC - - - X X
Perimeter of EC - - - X X
R. of footprint area to EC area - - - X X
Area of CH - - - X X
Perimeter of CH - - - X X
Length of CH - - - X X
R. of footprint to CH area - - - X X
R. of footprint perimeter to CH
perimeter
- - - X X
Schumm’s longest axis to area ratio - - - X X
Area of influence zone X X X X X
R. of footprint area to influence zone
area
- - - X X
Distance to closest neighbouring
building
- - - X[54] X
Number of neighbouring buildings - - - X[12] X
Existence of neighbouring buildings - - - X[12] X
Distance to block border X[37] - - X[37] X
Table 1.1: Summarization of building attributes. (R. – ratio)
Several other characteristics are based on these summarized attributes, describing
the influence of buildings on their block. These are based on the area of footprint of
building, as well as the number of floors in a block.
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Gross space index
Also called built-up density or coverage, gross space index represents a relationship between
built and non-built space and is computed as a simple ratio of sum of building footprints
to total area of block, reaching value from zero (low density) to one (high density). Blocks
with dense development are found in city centres, while suburbs are often characterized by
sparse built-up density. Gross space index is widely used as a block characteristics – e.g. in
Schirmer and Axhausen [37], Gil et al. [10], Steiniger et al. [41], Taubenbo¨ck et al. [43],
Yu et al. [54] and Urban Knowledge [39].
Subtracting the gross space index from one results in ratio of open space to block








Figure 1.28: Principle of gross space index. Source: Urban Knowledge [39]
Floor space index
Also called floor area ratio, floor space index is a measure of the built intensity of a block
expressed as a ratio of total floorspace to area of block. Low values (up to zero) represent
low built intensities. The upper limit for floor space index is not set. Although two block
might have a similar built-up density, they may differ in floor space index, because total
floorspace in one may be different from total floorspace in the other. Analogously, two
blocks may have equal floor space index although their built-up densities differ. Blocks
with high built intensity are typical for city centres, as well as for administrative quar-
ters with high-rise buildings. Floor space index is utilized e.g. by Yu et al. [54], Urban
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Figure 1.29: Principle of floor space index. Source: Urban Knowledge [39]
Open space ratio
Last attribute, utilized by Gil et al. [10] and Urban Knowledge [39], is also called spacious-
ness. Unlike ratio of open space to block area (1.2.4), it expresses how much open space
exists per square metre of total floorspace. The result of spaciousness may be understood










Figure 1.30: Principle of open space ratio. Source: Urban Knowledge [39]
Conclusion
No matter how much this chapter attempted to provide an overview of as many mor-
phological attributes as possible, the list is in no ways exhausted. Various modification
of proposed characteristics exist and many different attributes were probably overlooked
in the literature. It is also worth noting that many of introduced building attributes
might be equally well utilized in case building shape is represented in three dimension.
Such representation would allow e.g. to assess not only the planar compactness, but also
the three-dimensional, take into account style of roof or observe variances in building
heights and many others (Serna et al. [36]).
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Classification of urban morphology
In the previous chapter an overview of various morphological attributes of buildings and
urban blocks was presented. Each of these descriptors by itself already stores a piece of
information about urban morphology – for example through Gravelius index the buildings
may be classified into different categories of compactness and with gross space index
it is possible to differentiate between several classes of built-up density. None of these
attributes on its own can however explain the vast variability of urban morphology. In
order to attempt to do so, the classification needs to take into account all these descriptors
together.
Although each of presented attributes captures different characteristics of a building
or urban block, a similar behaviour of some attributes will be most likely observed when
comparing their values. For example, large area of a building will imply large area of its
bounding box, as well as large area of its enclosing circle. Similarly, a building recognized as
compact by Gravelius index will probably be identically characterized by ratio of building
footprint area to enclosing circle area. This phenomenon, i.e. correlated attributes, could
lead to excessive influence of such variables on the overall result. Principal component
analysis is a method that helps to eliminate the correlation between variables and creates
a smaller set of variables which together explain most of the variability in the dataset.
(James et al. [17])
As already mentioned in the introduction, the approach of different authors towards
the classification varies, but overall the used methods may be divided into two categories
– supervised methods and unsupervised methods, both belonging to the field of statistical
machine learning. With supervised classification it is possible to derive a probability of
a response variable belonging to a particular category. In the urban morphology domain
such approach is presented by defining zone-specific thresholds for observed attributes
and assigning blocks to particular zone based on the values of these attributes. Super-
vised classification techniques comprise e.g. logistic regression, linear discriminant analysis
or support vector machine. Unsupervised methods on the contrary aim at understand-
ing the relationships amongst the measured values and observations without any prior
knowledge. Such approach in the urban morphology field will find groups of blocks with
similar attribute values and assign each of these groups a different category. Unsupervised
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classification techniques comprise e.g. clustering. (James et al. [17])
The purpose of this thesis, i.e. an unbiased assess of the current classification of urban
structures, implies the utilization of unsupervised learning. Values of set of attributes are
observed for each urban block, but there is no prior knowledge about the resulting classes.
The goal is then to discover the unknown subgroups of similar urban blocks in the city.
Clustering is the method that allows to search for such patterns. Last but not least, in
order to represent heterogeneous zone and remove outliers, mode filtering may be applied
after clustering.
All the aforementioned methods, i.e. principal component analysis, clustering and mode
filtering will be explained in the following sections.
2.1 Principal component analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a process of reducing the dimensionality of data by
finding so-called principal components. In scope of this thesis, a large set of p attributes is
presented and many of them are likely to be correlated with others. This set of attributes
defines a p-dimensional space in which n observations are measured. Through PCA these
p attributes are summarized in a smaller number of representative variables – principal
components. They represent the underlying structure in the data and together they capture
as much as possible of information stored in the original set of attributes, i.e. explain as
much as possible of its variability. Principal components are uncorrelated with each other
and each of them is a linear combination of the original attributes. The direction of each
principal component is the direction of highest variance in observations and also represents
a line in p-dimensional space which is closest to the observations. (James et al. [17],
The Pennsylvania State University [21], Analytics Vidhya [31])
First principal component Z1 is a linear combination of original attributes which ex-
plains the maximum variance in the data set. The direction of Z1 is the direction along
which observations vary the most. If A = (A1, A2, ..., Ap) is a set of attributes, Z1 is
defined as follows:
Z1 = Φ11A1 + Φ21A2 + ...+ Φp1Ap (2.1)
Elements Φ11, Φ21, ..., Φ31 are called the loadings of Z1 and together they form the loading
vector Φ1. The sum of square of all loadings must be equal to one in order to obtain
a unique result (otherwise Z1 could capture an arbitrary large variance). Finding the values
of loadings of Z1 is an optimization problem in which a linear combination of sample
attributes with largest sample variance is searched.
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Φ2j1 = 1 (2.4)
Values z11, z2i, ..., zn1 are called scores of Z1. Problem 2.2 can be solved using linear
algebra technique of eigen decomposition. It turns out, that, when computing a variance-
covariance matrix ATA of analysed data set and ordering its eigenvalues from largest to
smallest, the elements of corresponding eigenvectors are equal to loadings. (The Pennsyl-
vania State University [21], James et al. [17], Analytics Vidhya [31])
Second principal component Z2 is a linear combination of A1, A2, ..., Ap which has
the largest variance of all linear combinations which are uncorrelated to Z1. It can be
demonstrated that the condition of zero correlation between Z1 and Z2 is achieved when
loading vectors Φ1 and Φ2 are orthogonal. Therefore a similar problem to 2.2 is solved with
Φ1 being replaced by Φ2 and an additional condition that Φ1 and Φ2 are orthogonal. Every
other succeeding principal component is obtained by identical technique, i.e. it captures
most of the remaining variation and is not correlated with the previous components.
Altogether, min(n− 1, p) of principal components can be constructed. (James et al. [17],
The Pennsylvania State University [21], Analytics Vidhya [31])
The proportion of variance explained (PVE) by m-th principal component is computed
as follows
PV E =
variance explained by m-th component





















In order to perform PCA, attributes should be normalized to zero mean and standard
deviation equal to one, or be measured in the same units. If normalization is not performed
prior to PCA, attributes with higher variance of observations will have larger loadings in
the resulting principal components than attributes with smaller variance. This will cause
the first principal component to be dependent on the attribute with high variance. Sum
of PVE’s of all min(n− 1, p) principal components is equal to one.
After applying PCA a question remains how many of principal components to use.
Generally, we are looking for the smallest number of first k principal components in order
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to obtain the simplest interpretation of variance in data. However, we want the PVE
of the first k principal components to explain a sizeable proportion of variance in data,
ideally close to one. Literature proposes several methods of determining the ideal num-
ber of components. It is for example possible to observe the scree plot (dependence
of PVE on number of principal components) and search for an “elbow”, i.e. a point at
which the proportion of variance explained by every other principal component drops off
(James et al. [17], The Pennsylvania State University [21], Analytics Vidhya [31]). Another
criterion is to use as many components so that at least certain percentage (80 %, 90 %) of
variance is explained (Minitab Inc. [52]). Many authors (Minitab Inc. [52], Schirmer and
Axhausen [37]) suggest a Kaiser method, i.e. standard deviation of principal component
equal to et least one. However, none of these techniques is well-accepted to solve this
problem and the solution depends largely on the specific case.
Figure 2.1: Transformation of a 3-dimensional data set to 2 dimensions using PCA. Source:
Scholz [38]
2.2 Clustering
Clustering comprises a large amount of methods aiming at discovery of subgroups (clusters)
in a dataset of n observations with p values. Observations belonging to one subgroup
should be characterized by similar values, whilst the similarity in between clusters should
be as small as possible.
Vast number of clustering methods exists. From the spatial point of view, clustering
may be either performed on non-spatial data (non-spatial clustering), or spatial data
(spatial clustering). Partitioning methods (such as K -means) and hierarchical methods
(such as agglomerative clustering) represent two large groups of non-spatial clustering
techniques. In the domain of this thesis, non-spatial clustering would be represented
by grouping based on morphological attributes. In such case, no spatial relationship of
blocks is considered, and both distant and close buildings may be grouped in the same
cluster. On the other hand, spatial clustering takes into account the spatial proximity
of objects, regardless the non-spatial attributes. Partitioning methods and hierarchical
methods are also available for spatial clustering, accompanied by density-based, grid-based
and constraint-based clustering. If blocks in this thesis were clustered spatially, several
compact groups of neighbouring buildings would be detected regardless their attributes.
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Only minor attention is paid to the combination of both, i.e. clustering based on both
non-spatial attributes and spatial proximity. First approach is to handle both components
separately. Two algorithms – spatially dominant SD CLARANS and non-spatially dom-
inant NSD CLARANS were developed from a spatial clustering partitioning algorithm
CLARANS (Ng and Han [25]). SD CLARANS first clusters based on spatial component
and afterwards “performs attribute-oriented induction on the non-spatial description of
points in each cluster. NSD CLARANS first applies attribute-oriented generalization to
the non-spatial attributes to produce a number of generalized tuples. Then, for each such
generalized tuple, all spatial components are collected and clustered using CLARANS”.
(Wang and Wang [51]) Second approach is to handle both spatial and non-spatial com-
ponent together by combining their dissimilarities. Several algorithms capable of this ap-
proach were presented recently. GDBSCAN (Sander et al. [35]), derived from density-based
DBSCAN, considers the non-spatial attribute as a weight when calculating the cardinality
of neighbourhood of an object. Density based DBRS “can take account of a property re-
lated to non-spatial attribute(s), by means of a purity threshold, when finding the matching
neighborhood”. (Wang et al. [50]) Algorithm SOFM by Jiao and Liu [18] presents the con-
cept of composite distance, which captures both spatial and non-spatial distance between
objects. Zhang et al. [55] extend the technique and present a generalized distance function
capturing distance between non-spatial attributes, boundary features and spatial events
in order to cluster polygons.
Methods such as NSD CLARANS, GDBSCAN and DBRS are currently not imple-
mented in any major GIS or statistical software and their implementation is beyond
the scope of this thesis. The technique of including spatial component suggested in this
thesis is inspired by Jiao and Liu [18] and Zhang et al. [55]. It performs K -medoids
clustering on composite distance and is easy to implement and reproduce.
Composite distance
Dissimilarity is a key concept of assessing the similarity between individual objects. It is
expressed as distance in p-dimensional space, stored in n×n dissimilarity matrix (symmet-
rical with zeros at diagonal). There are various techniques of deriving a distance between
observations, Euclidean distance or Manhattan distance being the most common ones,
accompanied by others. In spatial domain, network distance should be considered as well,
as it enables to define various spatial constraints etc. (James et al. [17], Jiao and Liu [18],
Zhang et al. [55])
Dissimilarity matrix useful for combination of spatial and non-spatial attributes is
computed from composite distance Di,j , which is a weighted addition of euclidean distance
Dai,j between objects in the attribute space and network or euclidean geometric distance
Dni,j .
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zik and zjk represent values of attribute k of observations i, j in p-dimensional attribute
space. xi (xj) and yi (yj) are the coordinates of centroids of urban blocks. In case network
distance is utilized, the point situated closest to the network is considered.
All attributes are considered to have equal weights. In order to be able to assess
the influence of geometric and attribute distance, a condition is added:
wa + wn = 1 (2.11)
With wa equal to zero the clustering will result in spatial clustering. With wn equal to
zero the clustering will only be influenced by non-spatial attributes. In order to make
the weighting easily interpretable, it is suggested to scale both attribute values and geo-
metrical distances before the composite distance calculation. (James et al. [17], Jiao and
Liu [18], Zhang et al. [55])
As mentioned in Section 2.1, it is possible to perform PCA before clustering and
compute distances Dai,j in low-dimensional space. It is in fact an appropriate solution
to avoid taking into account too large number of attributes, as with very high number
of attributes the distances Dai,j become very similar and clustering might not perform as
expected.
K -means and K -medoids clustering
K -means is a partitioning clustering technique which groups observations into predefined
number K of clusters. Each observation will be assigned to at least one of K clusters,
and no observation will belong to more than one cluster, i.e. clusters are not overlapping.
The aim of K -means clustering is to minimize the total within cluster variation W (Ck)









Within-cluster variation of k -th cluster is expressed as sum of squared Euclidean distances
of all observations belonging to this cluster, divided by total number of observations in
this cluster. (James et al. [17])
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Since there are almost Kn ways to partition n observations into K clusters, local
optimum is searched in problem 2.12 rather than global. The algorithm may be expressed
as follows:
Algorithm 1 K -means clustering (Source: Ng [24])
1: Randomly initialize K cluster centroids.
2: Iterate until the cluster assignments stop changing:
(a) Cluster assignment – each observation is assigned to closest cluster centroid (in terms
of chosen distance – Euclidean, network etc.).
(b) Recompute centroids – move centroid to the mean of its cluster.
Solution provided by this algorithm is a local optimum which depends on the initial
random assignment of cluster numbers. Therefore results of the algorithm will not be
identical when computed twice for the same dataset with same number of clusters. It is
possible to run the algorithm several times and select a solution with smallest value of
objective 2.12. Silhouette analysis also helps to assess the overall strength of clustering.
It compares how close each observation is to others in its own cluster and how close it
is to observation in other clusters. Values close to one denote strong membership of this
observation in a cluster, observations in between two clusters are assigned values close to
zero and negative values indicate misclassified observations. The average silhouette width
represents the overall strength of clustering. (Rousseeuw [33], Spector [40])
Other drawback of K -means, besides the predefined number of clusters, is that spa-
tially, final clusters tend to be spherical and of similar size. Last but not least, K -means
is very sensitive to outliers, because extreme values shift the computed mean significantly.
This problem can be minimized by using K -medoids clustering, which is a technique
similar to K -means. Unlike K -means, cluster center is not represented as mean value, but
as medoid, which is an actual observation most centrally located in the cluster, with min-
imum sum of distances to other observations. K -medoids minimizes the sum of pairwise
dissimilarities instead of a sum of squared Euclidean distances and compared to K -means
it is more robust to noise and outliers (see Figure 2.2). (Sammut and Webb [34])
No best solution exist to choose the number K. It might be driven by the cluster-
ing purpose, when K is known. Other solution is to compare various clusterings using
the average silhouette width. Large number of clustering indices, such as gamma index,
silhouette width, Frey index and other 27 indices is offered by R package NbClust.
Figure 2.2: Data with an outlier and cluster centroids obtained by K -means (blue) and K -medoids
(red). Source: author
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2.3 Mode filtering
Even though performed as suggested above, the final zones of similar blocks might not be
completely heterogeneous and spatially connected – a block of different group may for ex-
ample lay amongst otherwise identically clustered blocks. This undesirable phenomenon,
or outlier, may be suppressed using a mode filter on the resulting groups, as suggested
e.g. by Steiniger et al. [41]. Inspired by image processing domain, each block is assigned
the most common value (i.e. of cluster group) of blocks in its neighbourhood. The def-
inition of neighbourhood is crucial in this technique. The size of neighbourhood defined
by maximum distance will affect the size of resulting zones and the definition of distance
will affect their shape – Euclidean distance will take into account all objects in a circular
buffer, whilst network distance enables to model real accessibility and spatial obstacles.




In this section the complete methodology of urban morphology analysis in Prague is pre-
sented. The process begun with acquiring necessary data and considerable amount of
time was spent by data preprocessing – topology validation and data cleaning, followed
by computing of morphological attributes. Finally, a classification process was performed.
The methodology workflow is illustrated in Figure 3.1. .




Data preprocessing, computation of morphological attributes and mode filtering is per-
formed using ArcGIS, versions 10.3 and 10.4 (ArcGIS Platform [2]). Scripts for computing
individual morphological attributes and mode filtering are written in ArcPy, a site-package
allowing to utilize the ArcGIS functionality together with Python (ArcGIS Platform [53]).
Together they are stored in a toolbox, allowing for further usage, editing or extension.
Individual morphological attributes as well as principal components and final urban struc-
tures are visualized as an ArcGIS Online map (ArcGIS Online [1]). PCA and clustering
is computed via R Project for Statistical Computing (The R foundation [32]). However,
the proposed methodology is not software-dependent and might be equally well performed
using any other GIS or statistical programmes.
3.2 Data acquisition and preprocessing
Two main data sources are used to acquire spatial data necessary to perform the analysis
– Open Data provided by IPR Prague and StreetNet CZE from Central European Data
Agency, a.s. Four datasets were used from Prague Open Data – polygon feature class
Podlazˇnosti (Floors), with spatial resolution 1:5 000, polygon feature class Soucˇasny´ stav
vyuzˇit´ı u´zemı´ (Current Land Use), as well in spatial resolution 1:5 000, polygon feature
class Praha – hranice u´zemı´ (Prague – borders of area), provided in spatial resolution
1:500 and finally polyline feature class of Strˇedn´ı sˇ´ırˇky ulic – linie (Mean street widths
– lines), provided in spatial resolution 1:5 000. Polyline feature class of routable streets
is taken from StreetNet CZE in form of selected features from dataset U´sek komunikace
(Road segment). Four feature classes, which serve as input into all following analyses, are
derived from these data sets. The overview of data sources together with used attributes
is given in Figure 3.2.




Polygon feature class of Buildings was acquired from dataset Podlazˇnosti (Floors). As
already mentioned, the values of morphological attributes largely depend on the granular-
ity of input data, i.e. on the definition of individual building. In case of Floors dataset,
consistent scale and level of detail through the whole area of Prague was assumed, and
therefore it was not necessary to create composites, like e.g. in Schirmer and Axhausen [37].
A thorough preprocessing was carried out before the data analysis.
Buildings represents the foundation stone of the entire study of urban morphology in
Prague and the final precision of result derives from the consistency of buildings represen-
tation. Ortophoto raster layer of Prague was utilized to deal with disputable problems.
Following issues were resolved in the preprocessing:
Topological inconsistencies First of all topology was checked using automatic topol-
ogy control in ArcGIS. Violation of Must not overlap rule with cluster tolerance of 1 cm
was observed. Small overlaps were assigned to bigger of involved buildings. Overlaps larger
than one square metre were separated into unique building. Several entirely overlapping
buildings (duplicates) were discovered and in such case only one building was kept.
Eliminating holes inside buildings Although holes in polygons of buildings usually
represent shafts and courtyards, small holes may be considered a representation issue. All
holes smaller than 0.5 m2 were filled using Eliminate Polygon Part tool.
Figure 3.3: Eliminating holes inside buildings. Source: author
Eliminating holes in between buildings Thin or small gaps in between buildings,
assumed a result of imprecise drawing, were eliminated by two methods – using Integrate
tool with 3 cm tolerance, and by extracting only gaps and measuring their size. Gaps with
area smaller than one square metre were manually checked and eventually filled. Gravelius
index was computed in order to discover other inconsistencies.
Figure 3.4: Eliminating holes between buildings. Source: author
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Eliminating small objects Polygons with area smaller than one square metre were
considered not sufficiently large to represent a building (even a garden shed, for exam-
ple) and were either deleted, merged to neighbouring building or expanded, based on
the underlying ortophoto.
Eliminating atypical objects Other atypical polygons were discovered after calculat-
ing morphological attributes. Atypical objects and shapes were discover using Gravelius
index, as well as setting limits for minimum width of bounding box. Such issues were
manually resolved using the underlying ortophoto – deleted, merged with neighbouring
buildings or expanded.
Polygon feature class of Buildings created by the aforementioned approach consists of
208 293 elements, each representing one building. The attribute table of Buildings contains
following attributes: OBJECTID, a unique ID of each building, POCET PODLAZI, an
information about number of floors, and information about polygon perimeter and area,
if feature class is stored in ArcGIS geodatabase.
3.2.2 Building compositions
An additional feature class of Building compositions was created, representing buildings
dissolved by appropriate block. This feature class, apart from information about compo-
sition OBJECTID, area and perimeter, stores value of block OBJECTID.
3.2.3 Blocks
No available data source contained a feature class of urban blocks for the area of Prague,
and therefore these had to be derived from available data. The initial definition of an
urban block, i.e. area bordered by streets, was not sufficient for the purpose of this thesis.
Large blocks were for example formed by sections of Vltava river and neighbouring areas.
A decision was made to incorporate other spatial phenomena, not only communications,
to represent block borders. These are water bodies due to the reason explained above,
railways, because they are perceived as block barriers similarly to the roads, paths and
pathways in order to divide large blocks in smaller ones, and finally pedestrian areas in
district of Prague 1 – Va´clavske´ na´meˇst´ı, Staromeˇstske´ na´meˇst´ı, Na´meˇst´ı republiky and
Karl˚uv most, because they are perceived similarly as roads. The last phenomenon was




(a) Before adding pedestrian area – all
red buildings belong to one block, which
does not represent the perception.
(b) After adding pedestrian area –
eight blocks are created instead of one.
Figure 3.5: Reasons for incorporating pedestrian zones as block borders. Source: author
Three datasets were utilized in order to represent blocks in this form. Polygon features
of appropriate land use attribute values from dataset Soucˇasny´ stav vyuzˇit´ı u´zemı´ (Current
Land Use) were extracted first. The overview of utilized features is given in Table 3.1.
Segments of railways in tunnels were deleted manually, because they do not form block
barriers.
Land use Value of attribute KOD
highways DK
main roads VN





pedestrian areas (only in district of Prague 1) VPN
Table 3.1: Utilized features of Current Land Use dataset
Because not all roads and streets are represented in this source, specific features from
feature class Road segment of dataset StreetNet CZE were utilized as well. The overview
of used features is given in Table 3.2. Additionally, features with values of attribute BT
equal to 2 (ford) or 4 (tunnel) were excluded, because these do not form block barriers.
Road segments are represented as polylines (two dimensional features), but by its nature,
blocks should not directly border with each other. Road segments were therefore converted
to polygon (three dimensional) representation by creating a buffer of half of street width
around each segment. Width of road is not part of the attribute table of Road segment, and
it was added manually based on street widths appropriate for road category, set by Czech
technical standards (Kategorie komunikac´ı [19]). This approach is rather questionable
given the environment of a city, and would deserve a more detailed research or data




Communication type Value of attribute FW
Highway 1





Parking lot entrance / exit 12
Service or shopping zone entrance / exit 13
Pedestrian zone 14
Table 3.2: Utilized features of Road segment feature class
Communication type Communication class Width [m]
Highway - 27.5/2
Motorway and other multi-lane roads highway 27.5/2
1st class road 24.5/2
2nd class road 9.5
other communication 4.0
One-lane road - 4.0
Roundabout - 4.0
Parking lot - 4.0
Slip-road - 4.0
Service road - 4.0
Parking lot entrance / exit - 4.0
Service or shopping zone entrance / exit - 4.0
Pedestrian zone - 4.0
Table 3.3: Approximate street widths
Last data source for obtaining urban blocks was polygon dataset Praha – hranice u´zemı´
(Prague – area borders), which provides the extent of outer urban blocks. Communications
from both data sources, as specified above, were erased from area of Prague in order to
obtain individual blocks.
Resulting polygons represent urban blocks as defined in the first paragraph of this
section. Two other adjustments were carried out in order to ensure the topological and
morphological correctness of the data. Firstly, with respect to the definition, each building
should be located inside exactly one block. Small slivers of building polygons were found
to be located outside of blocks. This problem was solved by merging the blocks with
buildings. Secondly, polygons which do not contain any buildings were deleted, because
they do not represent urban blocks. Remaining problem is caused by buildings spanning
over a road. Several ways exist how to resolve this case – it is possible to split the building
and delete the segment which is situated above the road. It is also possible to consider
these two connected blocks as one. The latter approach was utilized in this thesis.
Polygon feature class of Blocks created by the aforementioned approach consists of
10 439 elements, each representing one urban block. The attribute table of Blocks contains
unique OBJECTID of each block, as well as information about its area and perimeter, if
stored in ArcGIS geodatabase.
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Algorithm 2 Blocks extraction
1: Communications LU = Select by attribute from Land Use based on 3.1
2: Delete segment of Communications LU in railway tunnels
3: Communications ro = Select by attribute from Road segment based on 3.2
4: Add field street width in Communications ro
5: Calculate field street width using Czech technical standards [19]
6: Communications ro b = Buffer of (street width / 2) around Communications ro
7: Communications = Communications LU + Communications ro b
8: Blocks temp 1 = Erase Communications from Prague area borders
9: Blocks temp 2 = Merge Blocks temp 1 and Buildings
10: Blocks temp 3 = Convert Blocks temp 2 to singlepart
11: Blocks = Select Blocks temp 3 containing Buildings
3.2.4 Street network
A detailed and topologically correct street network of Prague is essential for network
analysis. It was provided by Central European Data Agency, a.s. in form of feature
class U´sek komunikace (Road segment) of dataset StreetNet CZE. Due to restrictions on
the amount of provided data, only features with specific Communication type attribute
are available in the provided feature class. The overview is given in Table 3.4.
Communication type (FW) Participating in feature class
Highway (1) YES
Motorway and other multi-lane roads (2) YES
One-lane road (3) YES
Roundabout (4) YES
Parking lot (6) YES
Indoor parking lot (7) YES
Slip-road (10) YES
Service road (11) YES
Parking lot entrance / exit (12) YES
Service or shopping zone entrance / exit (13) YES





Bicycle and pedestrian trail (24) NO
Bicycle trail (25) NO
Pathway (26) NO
Ski trail (27) NO
Table 3.4: Features of Road segment feature class
Besides, additional polyline feature class of Street Widths is acquired from dataset
Strˇedn´ı sˇ´ıˇrky ulic – linie (Mean street widths – lines) and used to compute characteristics of
blocks derived from block defining streets. The attribute table of Street Widths contains,
besides others, following attributes: SIRKA L, mean width of left side of street from
a centerline in metres, SIRKA P, mean width of right side of street from a centerline in
metres and SIRKA C, mean width of a street.
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3.3 Morphological attributes of buildings
Altogether, 63 morphological attributes were computed for scale of buildings. Computa-
tional time varied based on the complexity of attribute – from tens of minutes up to tens
of hours.
3.3.1 Characteristics derived from building geometry
Area and perimeter
Area and perimeter of building footprint are automatically computed from building geom-
etry in case the data is stored in ArcGIS geodatabase. Otherwise they can be manually
calculated from properties of the Geometry object.
Floorspace
Floorspace is calculated as number of floors multiplied by area of footprint. In case number
of floors is zero, floorspace equals area of footprint.
Approximate height
Approximate height is derived from number of floors. A standard height 3.5 m of ground
floor and 3 m of all other floors above ground is assumed. For side buildings the number
of floors is not defined, and in such case this building is assigned height of 3 m (see
Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3 Approximate height
1: if floors no = 0 then
2: approx height← 3
3: else
4: approx height← 3.5 + 3 · (floors no− 1)
Number of floors
Number of floors is already present in the Buildings feature class in attribute POCET
PODLAZI.
Volume
Volume is computed from footprint with eliminated holes to capture the perception of




Fractal dimension and Gravelius index are simply derived from values computed above.
Ratio of building volume to fac¸ade area is not calculated, as it gives identical results as
fractal dimension.
Number of building corners, squareness of building walls and distance of build-
ing corners to centroid
All these attributes are all calculated using the same algorithm. For each building, all
vertices are stored in a list and an angle of each corner is computed using the coordinates
of previous and following vertex. This angle is used to categorize the corner in a corre-
sponding class and compare it to the class norm (see Table 3.5). An average deviation
from norm for the whole building is derived. The value of angle is also used to decide
whether the corner represents significant or insignificant point. Lines at angle between
170◦ and 190◦ are not considered to form a building corner. Number of significant corners
is summed for each building and a distance of each significant corner to the building cen-
troid is observed. Distances are scaled to 0-1 interval to allow for relative comparison and
a standard deviation of scaled distances is calculated.
Angle value Norm
α ≤ 45◦ 0◦
45◦ < α ≤ 135◦ 90◦
135◦ < α ≤ 225◦ 180◦
225◦ < α ≤ 315◦ 270◦
315◦ < α 360◦
Table 3.5: Angle classification
Topological skeleton
A decision was made not to include topological skeleton for evaluating buildings in Prague,
as the algorithm is not part of any GIS software functionality. Additional implementation
of the algorithm is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, it is possible to derive
topological skeleton from Thiessen polygons of segments of building borders and following
vectorization of resulting raster. This method is computationally very demanding, because
the total number of building border segments is very high.
3.3.2 Characteristics derived from building courtyards
Courtyards are derived from polygon feature class of Buildings. Using Eliminate Polygon
Part, all holes in Buildings are filled. Courtyards are obtained by subtracting original
Buildings from resulting feature class using Erase tool.
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Algorithm 4 Corner number, corner distance, squareness
1: for Building ∈ Buildings do
2: Deviation = 0
3: Corner no = 0
4: Distances = []
5: for i := 1 → length(Building corners) do
6: Corner angle = angle(Building corners[i-1], Building corners[i+1])
7: if Corner angle < 170 || Corner angle > 190 then
8: Distances.append(distance(Building corners[i], Centroid))
9: Corner no = Corner no + 1
10: if Corner angle ≤ 45 then
11: Deviation = Deviation + |Corner angle|
12: else if Corner angle > 45 & Corner angle ≤ 135 then
13: Deviation = Deviation + |90− Corner angle|
14: else if Corner angle > 135 & Corner angle ≤ 225 then
15: Deviation = Deviation + |180− Corner angle|
16: else if Corner angle > 225 & Corner angle ≤ 315 then
17: Deviation = Deviation + |270− Corner angle|
18: else
19: Deviation = Deviation + |360− Corner angle|
20: for Distance ∈ Distances do
21: Distance = Distance / max(Distances)
22: Corner square = Deviation / length(Building corners)
23: Corner dist = stdev(Distances)
In order to classify courtyards into liveable and non-liveable, two assumptions were
made – firstly that courtyards with area smaller than 4 m2 are not suitable for any outside
activities (e.g. it is not convenient to place a table with two chairs in 2 by 2 metres space),
secondly that to make any place liveable, the sun should reach the ground at least for
a few hours in a year. Analysing courtyards in Prague, the maximum solar elevation angle
on the summer solstice is 63◦ (Time and Date AS [42]), thus a courtyard bounded by
building of height h should be at least h/ tan(63◦) long. A simplification is made here
as the orientation of buildings towards sun is omitted. Comparing all possible pairs of
vertices of courtyard border, the length of longest line contained by each courtyard is
calculated and compared to the limit length.
Courtyards satisfying both conditions are summarized based on their building of origin
using Summary statistics and number of liveable courtyards in each building as well as total
courtyard area is computed. Ratio of total courtyard area to building area is derived from
the footprint of filled buildings.
In total, only 627 buildings on the whole area of Prague were found to contain one or
more liveable courtyards. These are mostly situated in city centre and nearby quarters.
Several sport stadiums were detected as well – these are also the objects with highest values
of courtyard area, whilst courtyards in historical development are significantly smaller.
Values of courtyard ratio do not seem to follow any spatial pattern.
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Algorithm 5 Closed liveable courtyards
1: Filled buildings ← eliminate holes in Buildings
2: CO multipart ← erase Buildings from Filled buildings
3: CO single ← split CO multipart to singlepart
4: for Courtyard ∈ CO single do
5: max length ← −1
6: V combination ← all combinations of Courtyard.Vertices
7: for V pair in V combination do
8: test line ← Polyline(V pair [1], V pair [2])
9: if test line.length > max length then
10: if Courtyard contains test line then
11: max length ← test line.length
12: CO single.liveable idx ← 0
13: if Courtyard.area > 4 & max length > Courtyard.height/1.96 then
14: CO single.liveable idx ← 1
15: CO single ← select CO single with CO single.liveable idx = 1
16: CO summary ← summarize CO single by Blocks
17: Join Buildings and CO summary
18: Buildings.CO number ← CO summary.count
19: Buildings.CO area ← CO summary.area
20: Buildings.CO ratio ← Buildings.CO area / (Buildings.area + Buildings.CO area)
3.3.3 Characteristics derived from minimum bounding geometry
Bounding box, enclosing circle and enclosing convex area (convex hull) of each feature
in polygon feature class of Buildings are computed using Minimum Bounding Geometry
tool. All attributes are then derived using simple arithmetic operations.
3.3.4 Characteristics derived from building’s influence zone
Influence zones of buildings form a Thiessen tessellation of space. Raster representation of
Thiessen polygons is computed using Euclidean Allocation tool on polygon feature class of
Buildings. Output cell size is set to 50 cm in order to reduce computational requirements.
Resulting raster is then converted to vector representation, dissolved based on original
OBJECTID, as sometimes a single cell is detected as individual polygon, and clipped with
borders of municipality of Prague.
Thiessen polygons created by this method are not entirely precise due to cell size defi-
nition and raster vectorization and especially in case of neighbouring buildings the border
of Thiessen polygon not always follows the shared border of buildings. This problem may
be considered negligible regarding the scale of result.
Area of influence zone and ratio of building footprint area to influence zone area are
easily derived from feature class of Thiessen polygons.
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3.3.5 Characteristics derived from building neighbourhood
Distance to closest building
Distance to closest building is computed simply by Near tool with both input feature class
and near feature class represented by Buildings.
Number and existence of neighbouring buildings
Number of neighbouring buildings is computed using Polygon Neighbours tool. Only those
neighbours sharing boundary longer than 0 m (i.e. touching by walls, not by corners) are
summarized and counted.
Distance to urban block border
Analogous approach as in previous case, i.e. Near tool with input feature class of Buildings
and near feature class of Blocks, is applied to find the distance to block border.
Characteristics based on street network
The interaction of a building with its surroundings is evaluated using five accessibility
measures computations, presented in Section 1.1.7, and an additional network evaluation.
In all computations, accessibility is expressed through network distances rather than Eu-
clidean. This approach better reflects the true arrangement of street network, affecting
the morphology of Prague observed in this thesis. Street network is modelled by feature
class Road segment of dataset StreetNET CZE.
Reach, Gravity, Betweenness, Closeness and Straightness are calculated for each build-
ing using three search radii – 100 m, 300 m and 500 m (Schirmer and Axhausen [37]),
which represent three different walk-able surroundings of a building. In case of Gravity,
coefficient β is set to 0.00217 (Handy and Niemeier [11]), assuming walking and impedance
attribute in metres. Weighting is utilized in case of Reach – total number of floorspace
and total area of building footprints were observed besides the total number of reach-
able buildings. In remaining four accessibility measure weighting is not included. All five
indices are computed using The Urban Network Analysis Toolbox for ArcGIS, which is
distributed and can be used under the Creative Commons Attribution – NonCommercial
– ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. (City Form Lab [46])
Additional network evaluation inspired by Schirmer and Axhausen [37] is carried out
apart from the aforementioned accessibility measures. Number of reachable dead-ends
and intersections and total length of reachable network is computed for each building,
again using 100 m, 300 m and 500 m search radius. These measures are not computed
using the UNA toolbox. For each building, approximated by its centroid, a service area
of given radius is created and observed phenomena which fall inside this service area are
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measured. Input features are polygon feature class of Buildings, polyline feature class of
Roads, point feature class of Juctions and a Network dataset created from Roads. Two new
attributes, UNA r network length and UNA r crossroads number are created (r stands for
used radius, i.e. 100 m, 300 m or 500 m).
Algorithm 6 Accessible network
1: radius = {100, 300, 500}
2: Service area layer ← Make Service Area Layer(Network dataset, radius)
3: for Building ∈ Buildings do
4: Centroid ← centroid(Building)
5: Add Location(Service area layer, Centroid)
6: Solve(Service area layer)
7: Service area polygon ← extract polygon of Service area layer
8: Buildings.crossroads number ← Select Junctions intersecting Service area polygon
9: Roads clip ← Clip(Roads, Service area polygon)
10: Buildings.network length ← Summarize(Roads clip.Shape Length)




3.4 Morphological attributes of blocks
Altogether, 144 morphological attributes were computed for scale of buildings. Computa-
tional time varied based on the complexity of attribute – from tens of minutes up to tens
of hours.
3.4.1 Characteristics derived from block geometry
All attributes derived from block geometry were calculated analogously to attributes de-
rived from building geometry in Section 3.3.1.
3.4.2 Characteristics derived from block defining streets
For each block, weighted average (by length of appropriate street segment) and minimum
width of neighbouring streets is observed. As mentioned in Section 3.2.3, block borders
are defined using several data sources, including two definitions of streets. Street width
is stored in a polyline feature class Strˇedn´ı sˇ´ırˇky ulic (Mean street width), which was
not utilized in block definition, and therefore the detection of neighbouring streets is not
straightforward. In order to detect such streets, a buffer of street width (separately for left
and right side) is constructed around centerline and then those segments which intersect
the block are selected and summarized. A search distance of 2 m is used as not always
buffered street intersects block border. In case no neighbouring street segment is found,
the same approach is repeated using approximate street width of polyline feature class
U´sek komunikace (Road segment). In case no neighbouring street segment is found again,
an approximation is made using the distance to nearest neighbouring block. This approach
suffers from obvious disadvantages and the best solution would be to store the information
about street width directly in block definition streets and utilize it in the block creation
process.
Algorithm 7 Fac¸ade perceived from street
1: Buffer left ← Buffer(Street width, left width)
2: Buffer right ← Buffer(Street width, right width)
3: Buffer complete ← Merge(Buffer left, Buffer right)
4: for Block ∈ Blocks do
5: Select Buffer complete intersecting Block with 2 m tolerance
6: Block.StreetWidth avg ← avg (left width + right width) weighted by Street width.length
7: Block.StreetWidth min ← minimum (left width + right width)
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3.4.3 Characteristics derived from arrangement of buildings in a block
Fac¸ade which is perceived from the street
The algorithm is based on simple intersection of building fac¸ades with 8 m buffer (Vene-
randi et al. [48], Porta et al. [29]) within block borders. However, as already mentioned in
Section 1.2.3, it is necessary to eliminate those parts of fac¸ade which are in fact not visible
from the street. These may be sorted into two groups – segments situated on opposite side
of a building or at obtuse angle with block border, and segments hidden behind another
object (see Figure 1.22). A proposed solution solves the first issue by only taking into
account those segments whose buffer on left topological side (i.e. outside of a building)
intersects block border. This technique will eliminate any segments which are not facing
the street with limit of 90◦. Further research needs to be carried out in order to solve
the second issue.
Two attributes are derived from built front – length of fac¸ade which is perceived from
the street and percentage of fac¸ade which is perceived from the street.
Figure 3.7: Fac¸ade perceived from a street is obtained by clipping all fac¸ade with inner block
buffer (blue). Afterwards an outside buffer (red) is created for each suspect segment and only
those segments with buffer intersecting block border are retained (green). Source: author
Algorithm 8 Fac¸ade perceived from street
1: Building borders ← Polygon to Line(Buildings)
2: Block borders ← Polygon to Line(Blocks)
3: Block buffer ← Buffer(Blocks, −8 m)
4: Buildings clip ← Clip(Building borders, Block buffer)
5: Buildings segments ← Split at Vertices(Buildings clip)
6: Building buffers ← Buffer(Buildings segments, 8 m, left)
7: Select Building buffers intersecting Block borders
8: Select Buildings segments sharing a line segment with Building buffers




Built front ratio of each block is computed as ratio of length of the portion of block
border which is lined by buildings within 8 m (Porta et al. [29], Venerandi et al. [48]) from
the border, to the total length of block border. Main steps of obtaining BFR are explained
in Algorithm 9.
Input feature classes are polygon feature class of Blocks and polygon feature class of
Building compositions. For each block, border of corresponding building composition is
intersected with buffer of 8 m from the block border, in order to create all necessary vertices
on fac¸ades. All vertices of fac¸ades are afterwards projected on block borders. Orthogonal
projection is achieved using ArcGIS function Polyline.queryPointAndDistance(in point).
Figure 3.8 illustrates the principle of this function. Since distance from first point of
polyline is output of this function, it is easy to determine final length of block border
which is in fact a projection of fac¸ade.
Algorithm 9 Built front ratio
1: distance limit = 8 m
2: Building borders ← Polygon to Line(Buildings)
3: Block borders ← Polygon to Line(Blocks)
4: Block borders split ← Split at Vertices(Block border)
5: Block buffers ← Buffer(Block borders, distance limit)
6: for Block ∈ Blocks do
7: Select Building borders, Block buffers and Block borders split belonging to this Block
8: Create vertices at Building borders on intersection with Block buffers
9: Line segments ← empty polyline feature class
10: for Building borders segment ∈ Building borders do
11: for Block borders segment ∈ Block borders split do
12: distance max ← maximum length of Block borders
13: distance min ← 0
14: point max ← empty point
15: point min ← empty point
16: for Corner ∈ Building borders segment do
17: Projected point ← orthogonal projection of Corner to Block borders segment
18: o ← distance from Corner to Projected point
19: d ← distance from Border segment first point to Projected point
20: if d < minimum distance then
21: distance min ← d
22: point min ← Projected point
23: if d > maximum distance then
24: maximum distance = d
25: point max ← Projected point
26: Line segments ← Insert(Polyline(point min, point max ))
27: Built front projection ← Dissolve(Line segment)
28: Built front projection length ← Length(Built front projection)
29: BFR ← Built front projection length / Perimeter(Block)
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Figure 3.8: Principle of Polyline.queryPointAndDistance(in point): l – Polyline, C – in point,
P - orthogonal projection of C to l, F – l.firstPoint, d – distance from F to P, o – distance from
C to P. Source: author
Number of closed liveable courtyards
The approach in calculating number of liveable is analogous to the one used for scale of
buildings in Algorithm 5 with Building being replaced by Building compositions.
Closeness of open spaces
Open space is derived by subtracting Building compositions from Blocks using Erase tool.
Afterwards, all holes in resulting open spaces are filled in order to avoid counting in
buildings completely contained by open space. Similarly to the definition of Courtyards,
areas smaller than 4 m2 are excluded from the computation and their OSC is NULL.
Closeness of open space is computed as ratio between perimeter of shared border and
perimeter of open space. The resulting value is weighted by open space area and is
summarized in form of weighted average for each block.
As expected, OSC detected the difference between block and detached development.
High values are found not only in the city centre, but also in local centres of town districts,
whilst low values apply for garden suburbs, housing estates, industrial zones and blocks
with sparse development (parks, forests, fields etc.).
Distance of buildings to block borders, number of touching buildings and near-
est distance between buildings
Although these measures reflect the inner composition of a block, they are computed in
a summarization process together with other building attributes (see Section 3.4.4).
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Algorithm 10 Closeness of open spaces
1: OS multipart ← erase Buildings composition from Blocks
2: OS single ← split OS multipart to singlepart
3: OS filled ← eliminate holes in OS single
4: Borders ← intersect OS filled and Buildings
5: if OS single.area < 4 then
6: OS single.Border Ratio ← NULL
7: else
8: OS single.Border Ratio ← Borders.length /OS filled.length
9: OS single.Weighted Border Ratio ← OS single.Border Ratio · OS single.Area
10: OS summary ← summarize OS single by Blocks
11: OS summary.OSC ← SUM(OS single.Weighted Border Ratio) / SUM(OS single.Area)
12: Join Blocks and OS summary
13: Blocks.OSC ← OS summary.OSC
Block permeability
Permeability expressed as number of axial looks between buildings is based on Thiessen
polygons of buildings belonging to each block. The input to this algorithm is a polygon
feature layer of Blocks and polygon feature layer of Building compositions. In order to
avoid counting gaps too narrow to see or walk through, a limit distance of 1 m between any
two objects is required and a buffer of 0.5 m is constructed for each building. Moreover,
since we are not interested in permeability of courtyards, but only in permeability of
open spaces accessible from the street, holes in building compositions are filled before
the analysis. Each urban block is processed separately. Building composition belonging to
this block is selected and Euclidean allocation (i.e. raster Thiessen polygons) is computed.
Resulting raster is converted into polygons and afterwards into lines, which are clipped
with the area of processed urban block. Permeability is expressed as number of these lines.
Algorithm 11 Permeability of urban blocks
1: Filled buildings ← Eliminate polygon part(Buildings composition)
2: Buffered buildings ← Buffer(Filled buildings, 0.5 m)
3: for Block ∈ Blocks do
4: Select Buildings belonging to this Block
5: Permeability raster ← Eucliden Allocation(Buildings)
6: Permeability polygons ← Raster to Polygon (Permeability raster)
7: Permeability lines ← Polygon to Line (Permeability polygons)
8: Permeability clip ← Clip(Permeability lines, Block)
9: Permeability ← Get Count((Permeability clip)
Number of buildings
Number of buildings is a product of building summarization process (see Section 3.4.4).
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3.4.4 Characteristics derived from morphological attributes of buildings
in a block
All attributes stated in Table 1.1 were computed. Buildings are intersected with Blocks
in order to find out which block they belong to. Resulting feature class is summarized
using Summary statistics tool based on feature id of corresponding block, and then joined
to original attribute table of input Blocks. Additional attributes, i.e. Gross space index,




3.5 Discovering urban structures
Classification of urban structures is based on 144 morphological attributes computed for
the scale of blocks. Closeness of open space was left out, as an error occurred in the pro-
cessing – ArcGIS function Eliminate polygon part messes the output attribute table and
after joining the result is not correct. This error was discovered after all subsequent pro-
cessing was already carried out, and further incorporating of OSC would require several
more tens of hours of computations. However, since OSC is probably highly correlated
with other morphological attributes, the impact of its neglecting is not of high influence
on the final results.
3.5.1 Principal component analysis
At first, all morphological attributes were scaled so that the mean value of each attribute
is equal zero and standard deviation is equal to one. Principal component analysis was
performed in R using function prcomp() from pls package. Computational time of PCA is
up to few seconds. As explained in Section 2.1, each following component explains smaller
proportion of variance than previous one. Due to large number of attributes, the growth
of cumulative PVE is rather low – 99 % of cumulative PVE is reached at 73rd principal
component.
In order to objectively decide how many principal components to use in further analy-
sis, several criteria mentioned in Section 2.1 were taken into account. At first, a scree plot
was explored. Three “elbows”, 7, 12 and 17 were picked up. Third criterion, i.e. use as
many components so that at least 80 % or 90 % of variance is explained leads to 18 and
31 components, respectively. Kaiser method implies 24 components. At last, principal
component were visualized in a map. It was found out that maps of 18th and following
principal components do not show any interesting pattern. An overview of all techniques
and resulting components is given in Table 3.6. Table 3.7 and Figure 3.9 illustrate sum-
mary statistics of first 31 ordered components and highlight position of each limit principal
component.
Criterion Explanation Selected PC’s
Criterion 1 Scree plot – manual detection 1-7
1-12
1-17
Criterion 3 Cumulative PVE > 80% 1-18
Criterion 4 Cumulative PVE > 90% 1-31
Criterion 5 Kaiser method 1-24
(Eigenvalue > 1)
Criterion 6 Visual checking of PC maps 1-18
Table 3.6: Various decision criteria for selecting an optimal number of principal components.
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(a) Proportion of variance explained
and results of scree test.
(b) Cumulative PVE and limit values
for Criterion 3 and 4.
Figure 3.9: Summary of principal component analysis. Source: author
PC Standard PVE Cumulative PC Standard PVE Cumulative
deviation PVE deviation PVE
1 5.136 0.182 0.182 17 1.260 0.011 0.799
2 4.467 0.138 0.320 18 1.244 0.011 0.810
3 4.027 0.112 0.431 19 1.197 0.010 0.820
4 3.108 0.067 0.498 20 1.148 0.009 0.829
5 2.630 0.048 0.546 21 1.134 0.009 0.837
6 2.529 0.044 0.590 22 1.078 0.008 0.845
7 2.101 0.030 0.620 23 1.032 0.007 0.853
8 1.928 0.026 0.646 24 1.019 0.007 0.860
9 1.817 0.023 0.669 25 0.997 0.007 0.867
10 1.778 0.022 0.691 26 0.974 0.007 0.873
11 1.707 0.020 0.711 27 0.952 0.006 0.880
12 1.579 0.017 0.728 28 0.927 0.006 0.886
13 1.555 0.017 0.744 29 0.900 0.006 0.891
14 1.517 0.016 0.760 30 0.842 0.005 0.896
15 1.449 0.015 0.775 31 0.829 0.005 0.901
16 1.386 0.013 0.788 32 0.821 0.005 0.905
Table 3.7: Summary of principal component analysis. Bold principal components and statistics
mark limit values for various criteria.
As it is not possible to decide which of the undertaken methods provides better results,




Interpretation of principal components utilized in clustering
Each principal component is a linear combination of all 144 original attributes. However,
the influence (loadings) of individual attributes vary and it is possible to understand
the meaning of each principal component by looking at several first attributes sorted by
highest absolute loadings. This way of interpretation does not mean that other attributes
do not have any influence on value of principal component, their impact is just smaller.
For each component used in final clustering (see following section), a subset from sorted
attributes was extracted so that the sum of squares of their loadings is at least 0.5 (sum
of squares of all loading is equal to one). An overview of extracted attributes is given in
Table D.3 in appendix. Each concerned component is visualized in Figures D.1 and D.2
in appendix. The following paragraphs aim at stressing the meaning of each component
utilized in final clusterings.
First principal component is influenced by characteristics of buildings: their size
and variance in size. High values represent blocks with large buildings (area, volume,
perimeter, length, width) and large variance in buildings size within block (perimeter,
length, area, volume).
Second principal component is influenced by size of block, distribution of buildings
in a block and neighbourhood density and accessibility. High values represent small blocks
(area, perimeter) with large built-up density (GSI, FSI, IZ ratio), large built front ratio
and dense neighbourhood with high accessibility measures (network length).
Third principal component is influenced by distribution of buildings in a block, neigh-
bourhood structure and variance in shape of buildings. High values represent blocks with
many buildings located both inside and close to block border, which vary in shape. Neigh-
bourhood is characterized by large accessibility measures.
Fourth principal component is influenced by variance in both building size and shape,
as well as by building height, its variance and accessible floorspace. High values represent
blocks with large variance in building perimeter and shape, low buildings, low variance in
height and low amount of accessible floorspace both in neighbourhood and block.
Fifth principal component is influenced by size of buildings and variance in their
shape and height, as well as accessibility of neighbourhood and size of block. High values
represent large blocks with large buildings with low variance in shape and height and good
accessibility.
Sixth principal component is influenced by buildings, their shape and variance in
size. High values represent blocks with complex buildings and low variance in size.
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Seventh principal component is influenced by block, its size, shape and distribution
of buildings. High values represent large blocks with small complexity of shape and small
number of buildings having large influence zones and situated further from block border.
Eight principal component is influenced by block, its shape and accessibility of neigh-
bourhood. High values represent circular or convex blocks with similar width and length,
surrounded by sparse street network and containing buildings situated far from block
border.
Ninth principal component is influenced by shape and height of buildings, surround-
ing network structure and distribution of buildings within a block. High values represent
blocks with large built-up density and large built-front ratio, containing complex low




Clustering arises from first 31 principal components computed in the previous section.
K -me- doids clustering was performed in R using function pam() from package cluster.
After a discussion with IPR, non-spatial clustering was utilized and no spatial component
was taken into account.
In order to discover an optimal number of clusters K as well as number of principal
components, clustering was computed several times for K running from 4 to 20 and 7 – 12,
17, 18, 24 and 31 first principal components. Lower values of K were not considered due
to low predicative values of such clustering. Higher values of K were not considered due to
descending trend of silhouette width for larger number of clusters. Additional numbers of
principal components (8-11) were utilized in order to observe the behaviour of clustering
in between values determined by different decision criteria. Computational time rises with
number of clusters. Altogether, 170 clusterings were computed and evaluated, which took
about half a day.
Assessing the right number of clusters is computationally very demanding task. For
example, when computing all 30 indices from R package NbClust, the computational time
for 10 439 blocks and K running from 4 to 20 is more than 10 hours. Due to lack of
time, the optimal number of clusters was searched only using average silhouette width.
A dependency of average silhouette width on number of clusters as well as number of
principal components was observed and is illustrated in Figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Dependency between silhouette width and number of clusters for various numbers
of principal components. Source: author
Several conclusions may be inferred from the aforesaid plot. Smaller numbers of princi-
pal components generally tend to lead to more stable clustering (higher average silhouette
widths). Similarities may be observed in the dependency of average silhouette widths on
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K. Peaks in values are usually reached with K equal to 4, 7, 8 and 11, 12 or 13. Overall,
the average silhouette widths are relatively small even for small numbers of clusters. This
may imply a inappropriate clustering method, for example. Further research needs to be
carried out in order to solve this problem.
As average silhouette width is only one of many indices evaluating the optimal number
of clusters, and its values are very low, it is not straightforward to assess the optimal
number of clusters and principal components. For this reason, four different clusterings
were selected as a result and compared. Overall, the largest average silhouette width is
the one of 4 clusters from 7 principal components. As already mentioned, peaks
appear at K equal to 7, 8 and 11, 12 or 13. Based again on largest average silhouette
widths, 7 clusters from 7 principal components, 8 clusters from 9 principal
components and 12 clusters from 7 principal components were chosen as another
possible results. Positions of best clusterings are illustrated in Figure 3.10 with a blue





Four different divisions of urban structures were selected as an optimal result:
• 4 urban structures
• 7 urban structures
• 8 urban structures
• 12 urban structures
4.1.1 Comparison of results
Figure 4.1 illustrates box-plots of individual urban structures, computed for each principal
component. Length of box and whiskers illustrates the variability of values across all
blocks belonging to particular structure. Low variability implies more similar blocks within
structure. High variability implies larger differences amongst blocks within structure.
Decreasing importance of principal components may be observed in most groups. First
principal components explain larger variance in the data sets and have usually the highest
values, whilst last components have just a small differentiation significance.
Similarities across results may be observed for some urban structures. Last group of
box plots for example always characterizes block building structure. In visualization of
result in the section below, similar structures are visualized in identical colors.
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(a) 4 urban structures
(b) 7 urban structures
(c) 8 urban structures
(d) 12 urban structures
Figure 4.1: Summaries of results. Source: author
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4.1.2 Four urban structures
In first urban structure (blue in Figures 4.2 and 4.3), medium to larger blocks of quite
simple shapes contains smaller number of higher buildings of small to medium footprint
with relatively simple shapes. Variance in both shape and size of buildings is small,
however, variance in height is larger. Built up density of blocks is relatively low and
buildings are located closer from block borders. Neighbourhood is sparse with lower
accessibility. This structure often detects housing estates, as well as blocks with one solitary
building.
Second urban structure (green in Figures 4.2 and 4.3) consists of medium size
blocks of relatively simple shapes. Buildings tend to be low and have small footprint,
but variance in their size and shape is considerable. Number of buildings in a block is
higher than in first urban structure. Buildings are often separated from each other and
are located relatively close to block borders. Neighbourhood is dense and has relatively
large accessibility measures. Garden suburbs and villa quarters are often detected as this
structure
Overall, third urban structure (light yellow in Figures 4.2 and 4.3) encompasses
the largest and most complex and variable blocks. These contain larger number of low
buildings with large complex footprint. Variability in building size is large. Blocks are
characterized by low built-up densities and buildings are often located close to block
borders, but built front ratios are low. Neighbourhood is sparse, with low accessibility
measures. This structure contains various sparsely developed blocks, often production
sites, shopping zones, or peripheral blocks of various other structures, where only small
part of block is developed.
Fourth urban structure (red in Figures 4.2 and 4.3) detects typical block building
structure as well as city core, as well as several housing estates with block character,
i.e. high BFR. Blocks are small and of simple shapes and contain relatively large number
of higher buildings with smaller relatively complex footprints. Variance in their shapes
and heights is high, but size is rather uniform. Built up density, as well as built front ratio
are high. Buildings are often neighbouring with each other and are located close to block
borders. Neighbourhood is very dense and has high accessibility measures.
Figure 4.2: Overview of 4 urban structures. Source: author
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of 4 urban structures. Source: author
4.1.3 Seven urban structures
First urban structure (light green in Figures 4.4 and 4.5) is characterised with medium
sized, medium complex blocks. These contain low buildings with small medium complex
footprint. Variance in both sizes and shapes is small. Number of buildings as well as built
up density are relatively low. Buildings are separated from each other and are located
close to block borders. However, BFR is low. Compared to fourth urban structure, which
detects similar kind of urban structure, neighbourhood is sparser and accessibility lower.
Peripheral parts of garden suburbs and villa quarters are often detected by this structure.
Second urban structure (beige in Figures 4.4 and 4.5) consists of blocks of various
sizes and shapes, often larger and relatively complex. They usually contain only a small
number of very small and low buildings, uniform in sizes and shapes. Built-up density is
very low, and buildings tend to be situated further from block borders. Neighbourhood is
sparser and is characterized by lower accessibility. This structure often detects allotment
gardens, as well as suburban blocks with small number of very small buildings. However,
it also often misdetects other structures.
Solitaire objects are detected by third structure (yellow in Figures 4.4 and 4.5).
Blocks of medium sizes often contain only a small number of large complex buildings,
sometimes accompanied by much smaller objects, causing the variability of both sizes and
shapes to be very high. Built-up density of such block tends to be high. Neighbourhood is
dense and has good accessibility. Third urban structure often comprises churches or sport
stadiums, as well as other blocks with solitaire objects, e.g. a single apartment building.
Fourth urban structure (dark green in Figures 4.4 and 4.5) contains medium size
blocks of relatively simple shapes. Buildings tend to be low and have small footprint and
similar sizes, but variance in their shape is considerable. Number of buildings in a block
is relatively high, as well as built-up density. Buildings are often separated from each
other and are located relatively close to block borders. Neighbourhood is dense and has
relatively large accessibility measures. Local centres of garden suburbs and villa quarters
are often detected as this structure
Overall, fifth urban structure (light yellow in Figures 4.4 and 4.5) encompasses
the largest and most complex and variable blocks. These contain large number of lower
buildings with large more complex footprint. Variability in building sizes and shapes is
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large. Blocks are characterized by very low built-up densities and buildings are often
located close to block borders, but built front ratios are low. Neighbourhood is sparse,
with low accessibility measures. This structure contains various sparsely developed blocks,
often production sites, shopping zones, or peripheral blocks of various other structures,
where only small part of block is developed.
In sixth urban structure (blue in Figures 4.4 and 4.5), smaller to medium blocks of
quite complex shapes contain smaller number of higher buildings of comparatively large
footprint with relatively complex shapes. Variance in both size and height of buildings is
high, however, shape tends to be uniform. Built up density of blocks is relatively large
and buildings are located at uniform distances from block borders. Neighbourhood is
denser with larger accessibility. This structure very well detects housing estates, as well
as smaller production sites.
Seventh urban structure (red in Figures 4.4 and 4.5) detects typical block building
structure as well as city core. Blocks are small and of simple shapes and contain rela-
tively large number of higher buildings with medium sized relatively complex footprints.
Variance in their shapes and heights is high, but size is rather uniform. Built up density,
as well as built front ratio are very high. Buildings are often neighbouring with each
other and are located close to block borders. Neighbourhood is very dense and has good
accessibility.
Figure 4.4: Overview of 7 urban structures. Source: author
Figure 4.5: Visualization of 7 urban structures. Source: author
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4.1.4 Eight urban structures
First urban structure (light green in Figures 4.6 and 4.7) is characterised with medium
sized, medium complex blocks, often of convex shapes. These contain low buildings with
small, medium complex footprint. Variance in both sizes and shapes is small. Number of
buildings as well as built up density are relatively low. Buildings are separated from each
other and are located close to block borders. However, BFR is low. Compared to fourth
urban structure, which detects similar kind of urban structure, neighbourhood is sparser
and accessibility lower. Peripheral parts of garden suburbs and villa quarters are often
detected by this structure.
Second urban structure (beige in Figures 4.6 and 4.7) consists of blocks of various
sizes and shapes, often larger and relatively complex. They usually contain only a small
number of very small and low buildings, uniform in sizes and shapes. Built-up density is
very low, and buildings tend to be situated further from block borders. Neighbourhood is
sparser and is characterized by lower accessibility. This structure often detects allotment
gardens, as well as larger blocks with small number of very small buildings. However, it
also sometimes misdetects other structures.
Solitaire objects are detected by third structure (yellow in Figures 4.6 and 4.7).
Blocks of various sizes often contain only a small number of large complex buildings,
sometimes accompanied by a smaller less significant object. Built-up density of such
block tends to be high. Neighbourhood is dense and has good accessibility. Third urban
structure often comprises churches or museums, as well as other blocks with solitaire
objects, e.g. a single apartment building or office building.
Fourth urban structure (dark green in Figures 4.6 and 4.7) contains medium size
blocks of relatively simple, convex or circular shapes. Buildings tend to be low and have
small footprint and similar sizes, but variance in their shape is considerable. Number
of buildings in a block is relatively high, as well as built-up density. Buildings are often
separated from each other and are located relatively close to block borders. Neighbourhood
is dense and has relatively large accessibility measures. Local centres ofgarden suburbs and
villa quarters are often detected as this structure
Overall, fifth urban structure (light yellow in Figures 4.6 and 4.7) consists of
the largest and most complex and variable blocks. These contain large number of lower
buildings with large relatively complex footprint. Variability in building sizes and shapes
is large. Blocks are characterized by very low built-up densities and buildings are of-
ten located close to block borders, but built front ratios are low. Neighbourhood is very
sparse, with relatively low accessibility measures. This structure contains various sparsely
developed blocks, often production sites, shopping zones, the airport or peripheral blocks
of various other structures, where only small part of block is developed.
In sixth urban structure (dark blue in Figures 4.6 and 4.7), smaller to medium
blocks of relatively complex shapes, often with circular convex footprints, contain smaller
number of higher buildings with medium size footprint and relatively simple shapes. Vari-
ance in both size and height of buildings is larger, however, shape tends to be uniform.
Built up density of blocks is relatively large and buildings are often located at uniform
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distances from block borders. Neighbourhood is denser with long accessible network and
large accessible floorspace. This structure very well detects housing estates with uniform
elongated building compositions.
Seventh urban structure (light blue in Figures 4.6 and 4.7) comprises medium
sized blocks of relatively complex shapes, which contain various numbers of relatively low
buildings with large complex footprint. Variances in sizes and shapes are relatively high.
Buildings are located closer to block borders and built-up density, as well as BFR, is
relatively high. Neighbourhood is moderately dense and has relatively high accessibility.
Sport stadiums, shopping zones and industrial zones are often detected as seventh urban
structure.
Eight urban structure (red in Figures 4.6 and 4.7) detects typical block building
structure as well as city core. Blocks are small and of simple convex, circular or rectangular
shapes and contain relatively large number of higher buildings with medium sized relatively
complex footprints. Variance in their shapes and heights is high, but size is rather uniform.
Built up density, as well as built front ratio are very high. Buildings are often neighbouring
with each other and are located close to block borders. Neighbourhood is very dense and
has very good accessibility.
Figure 4.6: Overview of 8 urban structures. Source: author
Figure 4.7: Visualization of 8 urban structures. Source: author
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4.1.5 Twelve urban structures
In first urban structure (green in Figures 4.8 and 4.9), medium to large blocks are
comprised, containing various numbers of low buildings with small, relatively complex
footprint. Variance in both sizes and shapes is moderate. Blocks are sparsely built-up
and buildings are located further from block borders. Neighbourhood is sparse as well,
and accessibility is low. First urban structure usually borders with fourth urban struc-
ture, detecting peripheral parts of garden suburbs and villa quarters, as well as allotment
gardens.
Second urban structure (beige in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) encompasses blocks of various
sizes and shapes, often larger and relatively complex. They usually contain a small number
of very small and low buildings, uniform in sizes and shapes. Built-up density is very low,
and buildings tend to be situated further from block borders. Neighbourhood is sparser
and is characterized by lower accessibility. This structure often detects allotment gardens,
as well as larger blocks with small number of very small buildings. However, it also
sometimes misdetects other structures.
Solitaire objects are detected by third structure (yellow in Figures 4.8 and 4.9).
Blocks of various sizes often contain only a small number of large complex buildings,
sometimes accompanied by a smaller less significant object. Built-up density of such
block tends to be high. Neighbourhood is dense and has good accessibility. Third urban
structure often comprises churches or museums, as well as other blocks with solitaire
objects, e.g. a single apartment building or office building.
Fourth urban structure (light green in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) is characterised with
medium sized, medium complex blocks. These contain low buildings with small, medium
complex footprint. Variance in both sizes and shapes is small. Number of buildings as
well as built up density are relatively low. Buildings are separated from each other and are
located close to block borders. However, BFR is low. Compared to fifth urban structure,
which detects similar kind of urban structure, neighbourhood is sparser and accessibility
lower. Less accessible parts of garden suburbs and villa quarters are often detected by this
structure.
Fifth urban structure (dark green in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) contains medium size
blocks of relatively simple shapes. Buildings tend to be low and have small footprint and
similar sizes, but variance in their shape is considerable. Number of buildings in a block
is relatively high, as well as built-up density. Buildings are often separated from each
other and are located relatively close to block borders. Neighbourhood is dense and has
relatively large accessibility measures. Local centres ofgarden suburbs and villa quarters
are often detected as this structure
Overall, sixth urban structure (aquamarine in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) encompasses
large and complex blocks, varying in sizes and shapes. These contain large number of
higher buildings with relatively large and complex footprints. Variability in building sizes,
shapes and heights is large. Blocks are characterized by low built-up densities and build-
ings are often located close to block borders, but built front ratios are low. Neighbour-
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hood is sparse, with relatively low accessibility measures. This structure consists of various
sparsely developed blocks, more centrally located than blocks of seventh structure. It often
detects production sites, shopping zones or peripheral blocks of various other structures,
where only small part of block is developed.
Compared to sixth urban structure, measures of seventh urban structure (light
yellow in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) are more variable and overall more extreme. It consists of
the largest blocks, which are however often more simple than blocks of sixth structure.
Blocks contain large number of buildings of various shapes and sizes. Blocks are also
characterized by very low built-up densities and buildings are often located close to block
borders, but built front ratios are low. Neighbourhood is very sparse, but compared to
sixth structure its accessibility is lower. This structure detects peripheral blocks with low
densities, such as the airport, as well as several industrial zones and peripheral blocks of
various other structures, where only small part of block is developed.
Eight building structure (light blue in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) consists of medium
sized moderately complex blocks, containing high buildings with large, relatively simple
footprints. Variance of building size and shapes is relatively high. Built-up density of
blocks is higher, as well as number of buildings. Buildings are located close to block bor-
ders. Neighbourhood is slightly sparser, with lower accessibility measures. This structure
detects mostly housing estates with block character, i.e. relatively closed block border.
Sometimes, block building structure is detected as well.
In ninth urban structure (dark blue in Figures 4.8 and 4.9), smaller to medium
blocks of relatively complex shapes, often with circular convex footprints, contain smaller
number of high buildings with medium size footprint and relatively simple shapes. Both
size and shape of buildings ten to be uniform, however, variance of height is larger. Built
up density of blocks is relatively large and buildings are often located at uniform distances
from block borders. Neighbourhood is denser with good accessibility values. This structure
very well detects housing estates with high, uniform and elongated building compositions.
Tenth building structure (pink in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) comprises medium sized
blocks of relatively simple shapes, which contain lower number of low buildings with large,
complex footprints. Variance in size and shape is large. Buildings are located further from
block borders and overall built-up density is relatively large. The accessibility is relatively
good. Various complex structures are detected by tenth structure, such as parts of housing
estates or industrial zones.
Eleventh urban structure (medium blue in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) comprises small
to medium sized blocks of relatively complex shapes, which contain smaller numbers of
relatively low buildings with large footprint. Variances in sizes and shapes are relatively
high. Buildings are located closer to block borders and built-up density, as well as BFR,
is relatively high. Neighbourhood is relatively dense and has high accessibility. Sport
stadiums, shopping malls and stores or industrial zones are often detected as eleventh
urban structure.
Twelfth urban structure (red in Figures 4.8 and 4.9) detects typical block building
structure as well as city core. Blocks are small and of simple shapes and contain relatively
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large number of higher buildings with medium sized relatively complex footprints. Vari-
ance in their shapes and heights is high, but size is rather uniform. Built up density, as
well as built front ratio are very high. Buildings are often neighbouring with each other
and are located close to block borders. Neighbourhood is very dense and has very good
accessibility.
Figure 4.8: Overview of 12 urban structures. Source: author
Figure 4.9: Visualization of 12 urban structures. Source: author
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4.2 Conclusion
This thesis proposed a methodology for assessing urban structures which is fast, objective,
easy to interpret, possible to extend and actualize and is not software dependent. A pilot
study of automatic classification of urban structures using the proposed methodology was
carried out in the study area of Prague, Czech Republic.
An overview and description of 63 morphological attributes for scale of buildings and
144 morphological attributes for scale of blocks was provided and computed in this study
area. These attributes express various characteristics of urban structures, do not rely on
any previous definition of locations and are therefore applicable regardless of the analysed
city.
An automatic classification technique employing these morphological attributes was
proposed, based on the methods of unsupervised machine learning – principal compo-
nent analysis and clustering. A clustering method applying weighted sum of attributes
in dissimilarity matrix was proposed for incorporating the spatial component together
with non-spatial attributes. The proposed classification technique is faster compared to
the previous deriving of spatial structures and allows to easily utilize other morphological
attributes or capture future changes in urban structure.
Urban structures in Prague were assessed using principal component analysis and
K -medoids clustering. The result of the proposed methodology is an objective set of 4, 7,
8 and 12 distinct urban structures, which are not biased by any previous knowledge about
Prague or subjective perception.
The resulting clusterings succeed at differentiating between various urban structures,
and equivalents may be found in the existing set of urban structures. However, misclas-
sified blocks appear at times, and low average silhouette widths of individual clusterings
prove this problem. This might for example imply an inappropriate clustering method.
Overall, a small number of clusters leads to a more stable result, however, its contribution
is rather low. A larger number of clusters on the other hand leads to more similar urban
structures and various characteristics might overlap. A balance needs to be found between
the stability of results and information value.
The results of this thesis will be beneficial as an alternative definition of urban struc-
tures for the Metropolitan plan of Prague. Urban structures represent a base stone for
definition of various policies and regulations for urban development, because they capture
and define local character, which should be respected or cultivated, rather then disrupted.
All morphological attributes, principal components and final urban structures are vi-
sualized as an ArcGIS Online map 1.
Although all objectives of the thesis were accomplished, the topic of automatic clas-
sification of urban morphology was by no means exhausted. A large space for further
extension remains. During the processing of the thesis, various problems and questions
arose that deserve an in-depth standalone research. Although the methodology aims to
1http://arcg.is/2i0ygLW
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be as objective as possible, several steps are still influenced by human decision making.
A sensitivity analysis should be performed in order to assess the influence of these input
parameters on results. Namely, the author would like to explore the effect of changes in
following the parameters and areas:
• granularity, scale and definition of buildings,
• definition of blocks,
• adding or deleting various morphological attributes,
• functions utilized in summarizing building attributes in scale of blocks,
• number of principal components used in clustering,
• assessing optimal number of clusters,
• various clustering techniques, including those without predefined number of clusters,
• including the spatial component in the case study of Prague.
The algorithms proposed for calculating more complex morphological attributes would
deserve an optimization in order to be less computationally demanding. Last but not
least, the suggested approach results in urban structures capturing solely the morphology
of urban tissues. However, it can be easily extended with various other attributes, such
as land use or socio-economic information, or even other morphological attributes.
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Appendix A
Contents of attached CD
SRC folder of ArcPy source codes for UrbanMorphology.tbx
UrbanMorphology.gdb ArcGIS geodatabase
buildings polygon feature class of Buildings
buldingCompositions polygon feature class of Building compositions
blocks polygon feature class of Blocks
UrbanMorphology.mxd ArcMap project





Name Description Unit Min Max Average
Shape Area area of building footprint [m2] 1.2 89 290.3 184.6
Shape Length perimeter of building footprint [m] 4.5 3 025.3 50.0
Floorspace floorspace [m2] 1.2 117 250.3 489.2
Approx height approximate height [m] 3.0 84.5 5.5
POCET PODLAZI number of floors [-] 0 28 1
Volume volume [m3] 3.7 454 344.0 1540.2
Fract dim fractal dimension [m] 0.277 59.954 2.440
Gravelius i Gravelius index [-] 1.000 4.581 1.248
Corner no number of corners [-] 0 365 7
Corner square squareness of walls [◦] 0.000 44.924 2.466
Corner dist st. dev. of distance of corners to centroid [m] 0.000 0.452 0.092
CO number number of courtyards [-] 0 4 0.004
CO area total courtyard area [m2] 0.0 10 292.1 1.0
CO ratio ratio of CO area to Shape Area [-] 0.000 0.480 0.000
BB area area of bounding box [m2] 1.3 329 819.9 228.2
BB perimeter perimeter of bounding box [m] 4.6 2 326.1 49.4
BB width width of bounding box [m] 1.0 490.2 9.5
BB length length of bounding box [m] 1.2 672.9 15.2
BB elongation elongation [-] 0.025 1.000 0.671
BB ratio A ratio of BB area to Shape Area [-] 0.122 1.000 0.903
BB ratio P ratio of BB perimeter to Shape Length [-] 0.786 2.502 0.998
EC area area of enclosing circle [m2] 2.1 471 514.0 427.4
EC perimeter perimeter of enclosing circle [m] 5.1 2434.2 55.8
EC ratio A ratio of EC area to Shape Area [-] 0.027 0.997 0.523
CH area area of convex hull [m2] 1.2 244 611.8 206.9
CH perimeter perimeter of convex hull [m] 4.5 1 988.0 47.1
CH length length of convex hull [m] 1.6 768.7 17.7
CH ratio A ratio of CH area to Shape Area [-] 0.211 1.000 0.954
CH ratio P ratio of CH perimeter to Shape Length [-] 1.000 2.648 1.039
CH schumm ratio Schumm’s longest axis to area ratio [-] 0.164 0.999 0.720
IZ area area of influence zone [m2] 2.0 1 066 023.8 2 382.1
IZ ratio ratio of Shape area to IZ area [-] 0.000 1.137 0.199
neigh dist distance to closest building [m] 0.0 1 797.1 3.4
neigh count number of neighbouring buildings [-] 0 13 1
neigh exists existence of neighbouring buildings [0-1] 0 1 0.6
border dist distance to urban block border [m] 0.0 558.5 8.4
UNA 100 reach reach in 100 m radius [-] 0 137 24
UNA 300 reach reach in 300 m radius [-] 0 536 129
UNA 500 reach reach in 500 m radius [-] 0 1248 286
UNA 100 gravity gravity in 100 m radius [-] 0.000 122.923 21.181
UNA 300 gravity gravity in 300 m radius [-] 0.000 345.096 88.215
UNA 500 gravity gravity in 500 m radius [-] 0.000 605.001 154.049
Table B.1: Morphological attributes of buildings (1)
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APPENDIX B. MORPHOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES – SUMMARY
Name Description Unit Min Max Average
UNA 100 betweenness betweenness in 100 m radius [-] 0 5 018 155
UNA 300 betweenness betweenness in 300 m radius [-] 0 26 394 2 332
UNA 500 betweenness betweenness in 500 m radius [-] 0 95 922 8 050
UNA 100 closeness closeness in 100 m radius [-] 0.000 334.447 0.006
UNA 300 closeness closeness in 300 m radius [-] 0.000 5.958 0.000
UNA 500 closeness closeness in 500 m radius [-] 0.000 334.447 0.005
UNA 100 straightness straightness in 100 m radius [-] 0.000 1 719.531 21.621
UNA 300 straightness straightness in 300 m radius [-] 0.000 1 778.828 99.850
UNA 500 straightness straightness in 500 m radius [-] 0.000 1 827.170 211.747
UNA 100 floorspace floorspace in 100 m radius [m2] 0.0 111 004.3 6 845.5
UNA 300 floorspace floorspace in 300 m radius [m2] 0.0 464 042.6 46 405.5
UNA 500 floorspace floorspace in 500 m radius [m2] 0.0 1 165 298.2 189 896.8
UNA 100 footprint footprint area in 100 m radius [m2] 0.0 90 381.5 2 836.6
UNA 300 footprint footprint area in 300 m radius [m2] 0.0 110 911.9 18 079.6
UNA 500 footprint footprint area in 500 m radius [m2] 0.0 289 621.7 45 732.2
UNA 100 cross no number of crossroads in 100 m radius [-] 0 28 3
UNA 300 cross no number of crossroads in 300 m radius [-] 0 85 22
UNA 500 cross no number of crossroads in 500 m radius [-] 0 207 58
UNA 100 net length length of network in 100 m radius [m] 0.0 1 403.9 296.4
UNA 300 net length length of network in 300 m radius [m] 21.0 7 364.2 1 944.8
UNA 500 net length length of network in 500 m radius [m] 21.0 17 537.7 5 001.7
Table B.2: Morphological attributes of buildings (2)
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A subset of selected interesting morphological attributes of buildings and blocks is visu-
alized on a section of study area of Prague. Values of attributes are classified into 32
classes using quantile method and visualized using green-yellow-red scale (highest values
are assigned red color).
(a) buildings: BB ratio A
(b) blocks: BB ratio A AVG
(c) blocks: BB ratio A STD
Figure C.1: BB ratio A of individual buildings and summarized for blocks. Source: author
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APPENDIX C. MORPHOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES – VISUALIZATION
(a) Block area
(b) Elongation from bounding box
(c) Ratio of BB area to block area
(d) Schumm’s ratio
(e) Fractal dimension
(f) Squareness of block borders
Figure C.2: Visualization selected of morphological attributes of blocks (1). Source: author
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APPENDIX C. MORPHOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES – VISUALIZATION
(a) Number of courtyards
(b) Ratio of perceived fac¸ade to total fac¸ade length
(c) Built front ratio
(d) Permeability
(e) Gross space index
(f) Floor space index
Figure C.3: Visualization selected of morphological attributes of blocks (2). Source: author
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APPENDIX C. MORPHOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES – VISUALIZATION
(a) Number of buildings
(b) Average distance of building to block border
(c) Average IZ ratio
(d) Standard deviation of buildings height
(e) Average count of neighbouring buildings
(f) Minimum street width
Figure C.4: Visualization selected of morphological attributes of blocks (3). Source: author
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APPENDIX C. MORPHOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES – VISUALIZATION
(a) Squareness of building walls
(b) Closeness in 100 m neighbourhood
(c) Network length in 300 m neighbourhood
(d) Betweenness in 500 m neighbourhood
(e) Reach in 500 m neighbourhood








Figure D.1: Visualization of 1st to 4th principal component. Source: author
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Figure D.2: Visualization of 5th to 9th principal component. Source: author
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APPENDIX D. PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS
Figure D.3: Interpretation of first nine principal component. Attributes are grouped by positive
(+) or negative (-) loading, ordered by loading values and coloured based on attribute character
(see legend in bottom right corner). Source: author
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